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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the distinguishing features of life in Tule Lake 

is the highly centralized organization of every day activity. 
This centralized control is clearly visible in the procure-
ment, distribution and consumption of food on a community 
basis, rather than on a family basis. Pood is ordered 
through a central office several months in advance, dis-
tributed from a central warehouse to block messhalls with 
an average capacity of about 250 persons. Here the food is 
cooked by a paid staff of workers who are on duty to prepare 
three meals a day according to menus distributed from the 
central office. The colonists are obliged to come to eat 
at a specified time when the mess gong sounds. On the other 
hand, they are not obliged to worry about meal planning or 
washing the dishes. This arrangement, which is new to the 
Japanese people, represents a major change to which the 
colonists must adjust as a result of their internment. 

The uniformity of the treatment of individuals in a 
community messhall has contributed to another important 
feature of camp life—the reduction of social differences. 
Differences between the rich and the poor, the doctors, 
the lawyers, business men and the field laborer, domestic 
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workers and the like, the rural and urban people, the 
Japanese and the Americanized families have tended to be 
reduced somewhat by the common meals served in a common 
messhall• 
B. Outside and Inside Comparison 

The significance of the messhall is made clearer by 
a review of the differences in the present arrangement from 
those prior to evacuation. In the first place, the colonists 
are no longer able to eat what they desire, but must con-
sume what is set on the table, which in turn is ordered 
from a central office. This applies especially to 
Japanese delicacies, most of which are not available at the 
present time. Also, in the method of preparation of the 
food, the matter is wholly in the hands of the cooks, and 
individual consideration for likes and dislikes or even 
for health conditions of individual colonists is not 
possible in the block messhall. Thus, while the quality of 
food has not always been poor compared to the food consumed 
by Japanese prior to evacuation, the lack of choice in the 
food and in the cooking has been a source of irritation to 
many people. The quantity served each diner was also often 
out of proportion to the needs of each individual. All 
of this has added to make many colonists feel the lack of 
control over one of the most important sources of pleasure 
and fear. This lack of control was most clearly demon-
strated when there was an actual shortage of food in the 
warehouse, and the cooks had to put on the table what 
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little they were supplied with. Again, eating at a common 
messhall has disrupted the training routine formerly 
carried on in homes. Poor table manners, hasty eating, 
lack of conversation, little opportunity for training of 
little children in table manners seem to be the rule at 
present. While individual difference in cooking was 
accepted as natural on the outside, even though there was a 
great deal of difference between the food of the rich and 
the poor, under the present set-up individual differences 
between cooks in different messhalls have been sources of 
complaints from colonists. These differences bring out some 
of the changed conditions to which colonists have had to 
adjust. 

C. Significance of Messhall Activities 
In general in reviewing messhall activities it is 

desirable to learn out colonists have adjusted themselves to 
changed conditions existing within the Project. A list of 
items worth noting would probably include the following: 

1. Effect on women's life 
2. Effect on family 
3. Effect on manners, especially of 

children 
4. Effect on community 
5. Analysis of messhall workers-

characteristics, attitudes, status, 
role 

6. Conflicts 
7. Caucasian-Japanese relationship, includ-

ing the ousting of Pilcher 
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D. Method of Writing 
Because of the necessity of dealing with a wide variety 

of data, they will be organized under separate headings 
instead of treating the data chronologically. Wherever 
necessary the data will be treated chronologically under 
each separate section. Because of the nature of the headings, 
repetition in presenting data will be unavoidable. The 
following sections will be taken up in turn: 

1. Administrative Organization 
2. Organization within the messhall 
3. Personal adjustment to the messhall 
4. Analysis of messhall workers 
5. Conflicts 
6. Analysis and conclusion 

II. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
A. Personnel Organization 

The Mess Management section is under the Transportation 
and Supply Division, which is in charge of Mortimer C. Cooke. 
The Mess Management section was at first in charge of 
Luther Stults, but early in the history of Tule Lake (around 
June, 1942) he left for a job in another relocation center. 
He was replaced by the present Project Steward Mr. Ralph E. 
Peck. Mr. Peck managed the tremendous job of feeding up to 
15,000 people until he was provided with an Assistant Project 
Steward, Mr. Pilcher,1 toward the latter part of July. 
Under the Project Steward was a Japanese Assistant Steward, 
George Kumasama. 

1. T.D. 7/¿>S/4¿¿ 
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In many cases the chief cook and messhall crew for a 
block messhall was selected in the assembly center before 
arriving in Tule Lake. Thus, in many cases, it was possible 
to keep together crews which had worked together in the 
assembly center messhall. While this was advantageous at 
times, it did not work out well when it perpetuated unpopular 
cliques or when the mess crew did not live in the block where 
they worked. In Walerga this arrangement was made by the 
mess supervisor, Mr. Maruno. In other cases the chief 
cook of a messhall was selected by the Project Steward (?) 

The hiring of the messhall crew and organizing of the 
messhall was left up to the chief cook. A messhall crew 
consisted of a minimum number of 32 workers. These included: 

1 chief cook 
1 senior steward 
5 cooks 
5 kitchen helpers 
10 waiters or waitresses 
6 dishwashers 
2 laundresses 
3 janitors 

Some messhalls had about 35 or 36 workers. While the 
matter of hiring was in the hands of the chief cook, this 
arrangement was not always strictly followed. The top cook, 
as in Block #25, was often consulted on this matter. Where 
the chief cook was felt to be incompetent, the senior steward 
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or the block manager sometimes stepped into the picture. The 
block people often demanded the firing of certain persons on 
the crew because he was not giving good services or because 
he did not live im the block and was therefore a burden on 
the block, since the food was rationed to each block accord-
ing to the population in that block» 

The chief cook, however, in most cases, was in complete 
charge of the messhall, and on his ability usually rested the 
relative success or failure of that messhall. 
C. Procurement and Distribution of Pood 

Food was ordered by the Mess Management office through 
the Army Quartermaster three months (50 days?) in advance. 
For this reason, some food which was becoming scarce on the 
outside was relatively easy to get. On the other hand, 
since the order was placed some time in advance, it was not 
always possible to foresee the exact needs of the Colony, 
The rapid increase of colonists between June 15 and July 24 
from less than 2,000 to almost 15,000 made the problem of 
food procurement and distribution difficult for the Project 
Steward. It was calculated, for instance, that during the 
latter part of July and the first part of August, supply 
for 11,000 persons was being distributed to 15,000 persons.1 

Since there was no emergency food fund until a strike was 
precipitated on August 15, there was no way in which to 
correct such food shortage immediately. 

Food which arrived in the Project was stored in a 
central warehouse. From here it was distributed daily to 

T.I), 8/7/42 
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individual messhalls by means of trucks. At first, each 
block, which was supposed to have a population of about 
250, was given about the same amount of food. Some correc-
tion was made for messhalls serving a larger or smaller 
number of people. There was a great deal of protest to 
this arrangement, especially when the food supply became 
low, because some blocks were able to serve more food 
per person than others. A great deal of protest was heard 
during the food shortage period in July and August. The 
matter was brought up in a Council meeting and distribution 
of food on a per capita basis recommended.^ This was 
finally put into effect beginning September 25 when the 
population in the block according to the Housing Division 
report and daily head count was made the basis for food 
distribution to each messhall. Pood was weighted or measured 
out according to the population in the block before being 
distributed. 

From the beginning a uniform menu was distributed to 
each messhall for each day's meals, but it was rare to find 
two messhalls serving the same sort of meals at the same 
time. This did not cause much trouble until colonists began 
to compare meals in different messhalls and discover that 
other messhalls were serving better food than their own. 
In some cases, notably block 26, residents found that some 
choice food was not even appearing on their messhall table 
even when it appeared in other messhalls. Block residents, 

C.M. e/ll/4"2 
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In these cases, demanded that the menu issued by the central 
office be followed closely. Cooks in turn complained that 
the menu could not be followed when the food to cook such 
a menu was not delivered to the messhall, which was often 
true. They were forced to substitute often when sufficient 
food was not sent to be able to follow the menu closely. 
At times cooks preferred to cook food in their own style 
instead of following the menu. Sometimes it was a matter of 
finding the cleaning of fresh vegetables, for instance, too 
troublesome, and they preferred to open cans, while sacks 
and crates of costly fresh vegetables were allowed to rot or 
to be fed to pigs. This wastage was sometimes due to the 
overflooding of messhalls with vegetables which they could not 
use all at once. 

It was customary to deliver several days' or a week's 
supply of certain staple products to the messhalls at one 
time. Milk, fresh vegetable, meat and such perishables 
were delivered dally. When this was done there was a 
tendency on the part of some cooks to save food for a possible 
shortage. The Mess Management looked upon this as hoarding 
and frowned on it because, for one thing, it created a 
temptation for cooks and kitchen crew to use the supply of 
food for private consumption instead of giving the block 
people all of the food they deserved. The fear of a possible 
shortage, however, was a legitimate one, and even in blocks 
where no pilfering was allowed and the block people given 
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full benefit of the food supply (for Instance, in block 25) 
food was regularly saved for possible shortage. This 
turned out. to be a wise policy when food shortage occurred 
in July and August, 

When Mr. Pilcher took over the post of Assistant Project 
Steward, he threatened to institute the "Walerga System.11 

Mr. Pilcher had been the Steward at Walerga, and had made 
himself unpopular with the people in that assembly center. 
His system consisted of sending only one day's supply to the 
mess hall every day. Any surplus food which was not served 
to the people was collected and taken back to the warehouse. 
This insured, for one thing, that food would be less likely 
to be pilfered. However, it made it difficult for the 
cooks to plan ahead of time for meals because they did not 
know what would be delivered that day. Also, when sufficient 
food was not delivered on a certain day, there was no way of 
alleviating the situation because no other food was on 
hand. About the time of the strike, Mr. Pilcher actually 
carried out his "Walerga System" in spite of pleas from 
the Mess Advisory Council that it would work hardship on 
the cooks, waste truck tires, and generally wouldb e in-
advisable in such a large place as this. While several days' 
supply of food is sent to each messhall at present, cooks 
have been warned not to hoard any food. However, the practice 
seems to be in most messhalls to keep a supply of food on 
hand at all times to meet a possible food shortage. 
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The quantity and quality of food sent to the Individual 
messhalls varied slightly from time to time. A rough Idea 
of the quality of the food can be gotten from a sample 
weekly menu (September 2 to 9). 
Wednesday, September 2: 
Breakfast Dinner 
Grapefruit Soup 
Cereal and Milk Baked pork & beans 
French toast Lettuce and radish 
Coffee Salad 
Jelly Bread pudding with 

raisins 

Supper 
Beef sukiyaki 
Beet salad 
Rice 
Tea 
Apple sauce 

September 3: Thursday 
Breakfast 
Cantaloupe 
Cereal & milk 
Minced ham 
One egg 
Toast 
Coffee 

Dinner 
Veal stew 
Creamed cauliflower 
with carrots 
Rice and tea 
Dried apple 

cobbler 

Supper 
Ham hocks with 
cabbage 

Soup 
Farm peas 
Rice 
Tea 
Homemade Jap-
anese pickles 

Watermelon 
September 4: Friday 
Breakfast 
Stewed figs 
Cereal & milk 
Scrambled eggs 
Toast 
Jam 
Coffee 

Dinner 
Creamed codfish 
Turnips 
Lettuce, radish 
and onion salad 
Steamed rice 
Gelatin with 
banana 

Tea 

Sapper 
Fish chowder 
Baked fish 
Tomato 
Rice 
Tea 
Japanese pickle 
Fresh apple 
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Saturday, September 5: 
Breakfast 
Dried primes 
Cereal and milk 
Bacon and eggs 
Pried potatoes 
Bread and butter 
Coffee 

Dinner 
Beef stew with 
Vegetable 

Farm beet salad 
Rice 
Tea 

Supper 
Chop suey 
Lettuce, tomato 
& pepper salad 
Rice 
Tea 
Apple betty pudding 

Sunday, September 6: 
Breakfast 
Grapefruit 
Cereal and milk 
Hot cakes 
Syrup 
Coffee 

Dinner 
Fricassee of lamb 
with farm peas 
Mashed potatoes 
Vegetable 
Rice 
Tea 
Canned plums 

Supper 
Beef with string 
beans 
Turnips 
Rice 
Tea 
Cheese 
Japanese pickle 

Monday, September 7: 
Breakfast 
Apple sauce 
Cereal and milk 
French toast 
Syrup 
Coffee 

Dinner 
Frankfurter and 
Cabbage 

Vegetable 
Rice 
Tea 
Pickles 
Fruit jello 

Supper 
Cold meat 
Potato salad 
Cheese 
Bread and jam 
Apple 

Tuesday, September 
Breakfast 
Orange 
Cereal and milk 
Scrambled eggs 
Toast 
Coffee 
Jam 

Dinner 
Baked pork and 
beans 
Vegetable salad 
Rice 
Tea 
Bread and butter 
Stewed apricot 

Supper 
Beef hearts 
Spanish sauce 
Vegetable salad 
Rice 
Tea 
Homemade Japanese 
pickles 

Stuffed apple 
and raisin 

While the quality of food was never exceedingly poor, 
although the quantity at one time was small, food of high 
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quality usually was not distributed to the messhall. While 
roasts were sometimes available, chops and steaks were hardly 
ever distributed in sufficient quantity to feed to the people 
as such. Although turkey was available in sufficient 
quantity for everyone to enjoy on Thanksgiving Day, (70 
pounds per 100 persons), chicken has yet to be served. 
At first fish was served regularly only once a week, but 
on request from the Japanese, this was increased after the 
slow-up strike to twice a week. While Japanese in general 
like fish, some people did not like the increase of fish 
on the menu. In terms of per capita cost it was esti-
mated that during August only thirty-five cents had been 
spent for food per person. At the time of farm strike this 
amount was thought to be too low and the Administration 
conceded to raise the figure to forty-five cents. By the 
time of the next slow-up strike (October 12), however, it 
was calculated that only thirty-nine cents was being spent 
per person for food and once again a demand was made to 
raise the amount to the full forty-five cents. It was also 
discovered that the better cuts of meat were going only 
to the Personnel messhall, and this practice was condemned 
by Mr. Shirrell himself, and a practice of distributing 
halves insteads of cuts to the Personnel messhall was under-
taken. As a result of the slow-up strike, more meat was 
promised in November and this eeems to have been carried 
out. The national ration of two and one-half pounds of 
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meat per person, however, was made the maximum limit. 
To a large extent the quality of food, as far as the 

people were concerned, has depended on the quantity dis-
tributed to the messhalls. During most of June food was 
fairly plentiful, it seemed, and the quality of meals 
reasonable. Bacon and eggs, for instance, were served 
together in the morning, which was rare after that. The 
colonists had just begun to enter the Project in large 
numbers after June 15. By the end of June the population 
had jumped up to 9,000, and by July 24 to almost 15,000. 
All through the latter part of July and the first part of 
August, food shortage was acutely felt by all messhalls. 
Since there was a shortage of meat, it was found necessary 
in most cases to cook what little was available with other 
things into stews and chop sueys. While this was the usual 
method of cooking with the Japanese people, anyway, there 
was a great deal of dissatisfaction about the quality of 
food served. The explanation of the food shortage was that 
food for 11,000 was being distributed to 16,000. As a 
result of the farm strike, when the right to purchase food 
locally in case of emergency was obtained, the quality and 
quantity of food was slightly Improved. 

Besides, meat, sugar, butter and eggs have been 
rationed quite strictly. Sufficient milk has been dis-
tributed to messhalls to make it possible for anyone who 
desired milk to have it at least two times and often three 
times a day. The amount of butter available to the 
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colonists have been small and has steadily declined, but it 
has not worked a great deal of hardship on the people• 
Eggs? first, were distributed in half cases and in cases, 
but at the present time, even as little as two dozen at a 
time is being distributed. At most only one egg per person 
is distributed at the present time. The strictest ration 
has been on sugar, which is also being rationed on the out-
side. Until September 25, sugar was being sent to the mess-
halls according to the following schedule: 

250 - 274 people — 14 lbs. per day 
275 - 299 people — 18 lbs. w 11 

300 or over — 25 lbs. n n 

Because of the acute shortage of sugar this system was 
found to be unsatisfactory, and since September 25 sugar 
was distributed to each messhall on the basis of one ounce 
per person according to Government regulation. This sugar 
ration has been a problem to both cooks and colonists. 
Coffee is still being served once a day and causes no 
hardship. 
D. Miscellaneous 

cook 
Of the kitchen crew, at first only the chief/was 

entitled to professional classification and hence to a pay 
of #19.00. The cooks and senior steward were being paid 
$16.00 while the kitchen helpers, diswashers and waiters 
were being paid $12.00 (?). It was conceded by everyone 
that the cooks worked hard and long hours. Especially dur-
ing the summer they were required to work in the kitchen 
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long hours where it was hot even without the heat of the 
stoves. While the cooks worked in shifts, nevertheless they 
helped on each other's shift and put in more than eight 
hours of work daily on the average. One steward, for in-
stance, estimated that the cooks in his messhall worked at 
least ten hours a day. Compared to the five or six hours 
put in by the rest of the kitchen crew, this was obviously 
unfair to them. After a conference of Project Heads in 
San Francisco when the ruling on the wage scale was changed, 
the cooks were all raised to the professional classification. 
This probably served to alleviate some of the tension that 
existed in the kitchen. 

Work clothes for outside workers were obtained quite 
early. It was found necessary to offer clothes to the farm 
workers, especially to get more of them to go out to do 
necessary work out in the field. Work clothing was limited 
largely to outside workers. Some uniforms had arrived for 
messhall workers, but not very many.1 Up until the time 
of the mess slow-up strike mess workers were dissatisfied 
because work clothes and warm clothes had not been furnished 
them. When the strike was being settled it was revealed 
that uniforms for mess workers had already been ordered 
and were due at any time. Warm clothing also was demanded 
at the time of the strike, and the Administration promised 
that it would be distributed immediately. At this time 
a red plaid jacket for women workers and a mackinaw, jacket, 

1. t.l). 10/ 
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breeches and a cap for men workers were distributed regard-
less of type of work engaged In. 

While in general everyone is required to e at in the 
same messhall and the same food as anyone else, special 
kitchens have been set up to meet certain requirements. 
For children up to two years of age, for instance, special 
food has been prepared by a crew in twenty-one different 
messhalls• Special food has included canned fruit juice, 
fresh fruit, egg, and milk served once a day.1 

Por babies and nursery school children, baby formula 
and milk has been provided in #720. This special milk has 
been sent to messhalls to be distributed to colonists 
requiring it. 

For diabetics and ulcer cases and convalescents a 
special block has been set aside. Special food is served 
in Block 9 (?) to meet the needs of patients. Persons who 
can not eat the food served in the other messhalls, after 
receiving a permit from the hospital, are allowed to eat 
in this special messhall. 

For wardens, firemen, truck drivers and other night 
workers, a night crew was put in at mess 18. Because 
people who were not supposed to eat there often came to eat 
at night, a regulation was passed to require a note from the 
Division Head before workers were allowed to eat at this 
messhall. 

For a long time there was a talk of building a messhall 
out on the farm for the farmers. Food for the farmers was 

T.D. 7/8/42 
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cooked in two messhalls and taken out to the farm. A shack 
was built to provide shade in which the farm workers could 
eat. After the cold weather set in a messhall was built for 
the farm workers, but food was still being cooked in two mess-
halls within the Project. 

In order to encourage better management of messhalls, a 
system of awards two times a month to the best messhall was 
started in August. The messhall to receive the first prize 
was Mess No. 48. At the time the prize was awarded it was 
said by some people that this block was able to receive the 
prize only because it kept closely to the menu and otherwise 
followed the instructions of the Administration closely. This 
system of awards has not proved popular, and very little has 
been heard of it since then.1 

A bakery to serve the messhalls and also a school of 
bakery was planned in July, but this has not materialized 
along with the schools, church and gymnasium that were 
promised at the outset by the Administration. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF MESSHALLS 

The organization of the messhalls was left up to the 
chief cooks who were all Japanese residents. Their ability 
to manage people, their skill in cooking, and their taste 
determined how food was served to the people in his block. 
If a cook were addicted to favoritism he was likely .to give 
extra food to certain persons or to his crew. If he were lazy 
he was likely to waste some of the vegetables because they were 

1. T.D. 6/5/42" 
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too troublesome to clean. If his relations with people in 
general were poor, he was likely to quarrel with the block 
people• If he were a good chief eook, there would be very 
few complaints from the crew or the people in the block. If 
he had too many faults there were likely to be many complaints 
centered around his messhall« 
A. General Routine 

Block people are called to the messhall in most cases 
by beating a metal gong. The beating is different enough in 
adjoining blocks to enable the block people to distinguish 
their own mess gong. In the morning the gong is sounded at 
7, at lunch at 12:20 and in the evening at 6. The time, 
however, differs with messhalls slightly, some messhalls 
ringing their gong earlier than others. Some messhalls, for 
instance, do not have breakfast until 7:30 and others have 
dinner at 5:30. 

* 

At any rate, block residents are required to come to eat 
when the gong is sounded and others in the block eat. The 
seating capacity of the messhall is anywhere from 200 to 300 
on the average and accommodates all of thé block people at 
one time. M0st of the food is already on the table when the 
people come streaming in, so that they are able to start 
eating without any waiting or formality. Since there is a 
waitress to every two or three tables, people can usually 
get drinks and second helpings of food without too much delay. 
As a result, eating is an efficient routine. Since the 
waitresses are in a hurry to finish with their work, as 
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soon as they can because the quicker they a re through the 
more time they have to themselves, they begin to ©lean up 
as soon as they can* For this reason, ten minutes after the 
gong has sounded people begin to leave their table, and within 
fifteen minutes or twenty minutes most of the people are 
through. When a person is thirty minutes late, in most mess-
halls, he has a difficult time getting food at all. 

The tables at which people eat are determined differently 
in different messhalls. In the beginning everyone sat randomly 
wherever they pleased, but this was soon abandoned for a more 
systematic arrangement. In some messhalls only one door was 
used as an entrance and residents expected to fill up one 
table at a time. This meant that people were able to sit with 
whomever they entered the messhall with and were able each day 
to see different faces sitting with them at the same table. 
This had the advantage of filling up the tables one by one, 
and also of making sure that each table was filled up, thus 
doing away with surplus food at any table which occurred 
when the full quota of eight were not present at any one 
meal. Some blocks preferred to employ the so-called "family 
table system.n With this arrangement each table was reserved 
for a family or combination of families so long as the table 
was filled up. This made it possible for families and close 
friends to eat together at the same table every day, but 
also precluded the possibility of seeing different people 
at each meal. Several advantages were claimed for this 
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system. For one thing there would be an economy of food 
because If children could not eat all of the food It could 
be eaten by an older person in the family. The distribution 
of food served In a common platter was more likely to be 
done with less hard feeling among diners. This system 
brought the families closer together, and gave more of the 
home atmosphere than the other system. Also, it made it 
more possible for parents to train their children in table 
manners. Since each table and each place was reserved for a 
definite person it made it harder for outsiders to come into 
a strange messhall to eat, which was much more easily done 
under the other system. One block, however, found this 
system unsatisfactory because workers did not always come 
back to their own messhall to eat and thismsant that their 
table would have more food than others where all eight 
turned up to eat. 

In most messhalls, especially those using the family 
system, plates and utensils were already laid out on the 
table when colonists came in to eat. They sat down and 
dished out their own share of food from a common platter. 
When there was a second helping the waitress or waiter 
brought it for them. Water, tea and milk were poured by the 
waitress. In the family system, especially where a certain 
waitress generally took charge of the same tables, it made 
for closer relationship between the colonist and the waitress, 
unless they did not like each other. When the meal was over 
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in many messhalls the colonists left the dirty dishes on the 
table, leaving the entire task of cleaning up to the waitresses. 
In some messhalls food was served cafeteria style, and 
colonists were required to bring their own dirty dishes back 
to the kitchen. 

Where the family system was employed in some messhalls 
the position of the families within the messhall was rotated 
occasionally because certain parts of the messhall were more 
desirable because they were warmer. In some messhalls the 
waitresses rotated the tables they were required to serve. 
In Block 6, for instance, where firemen from Station No. 1 
ate, girls had to take turns serving them because they did 
not like the task. 

Because of the rationing of food according to the 
population in the block, visitors have been discouraged in 
all blocks. In some blocks the head waiter has acted as the 
doorman to see that outsiders did not come in to eat. In 
others meal cards were made and distributed to the block 
people. An occasional visitor was allowed in most blocks, 
usually with the permission of the chief cook. Blocks which 
were noted for good cooking and good food were apt to find 
many visitors. This was true of Block Ho. 48, which won 
the prize for the best-managed messhall. 
B. Workers' Routine 

The kitchen crew consists usually of one chief cook, 
four cooks, about five kitchen helpers, one senior steward, 
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several janitors, ten or twelve waiters or waitresses, five 
or six dishwashers and two laundresses. 

Next to the chief cook, the senior steward's position 
in the messhall is usually the next highest, although the 
cooks sometimes retain the higher status. The cooks have 
been receiving #19.00 for some time now, while the steward 
has only recently been promised a raise to $19.00 The 
main duty of the steward is to watch the food supply and to 
keep the stock room clean. When workers are to be hired or 
fired or when a policy governing the messhall is determined, 
he is often consulted by the chief cook. 

The cooks and their helpers usually work in two shifts, 
half taking responsibility for the morning work and half the 
responsibility in the afternoon. In many messhalls there 
are overlaps and all cooks and helpers help those on other 
shifts. Where there have been friction among cooks and 
cook's helpers in some messhalls the two shifts have been 
clearly divided in order to avoid further clash. These 
people are responsible for preparing food according to the 
direction of the chief cook and of keeping the kitchen clean. 

The waiters and waitresses usually have a head waiter 
or waitress or sometimes both who supervise the waiters 
and waitresses. The duties of the waiters and waitresses 
are to set the table, serve the block people at the tables, 
remove the dishes from the table and clean up the table 
later. They also help the dishwashers wipe the dishes. 
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They are usually assigned to take care of several tables. 
They are also required periodically to clean the windows 
and other fixtures. 

The dishwashers wash the dishes, take care of the 
garbage and keep their part of the kitchen clean. The 
janitors, after each meal, sweep the floor and mop it. 
The laundresses wash the uniforms and aprons of the kitchen 
workers. 

The cooks have to be on duty several hours before meal 
time in order to prepare the meal, and usually they put in 
a full eight hours or often as much as ten hours daily. 
This has been a source of pride on their part, however, and 
they have often resented criticism of their cooking from 
the block people because they have been working harder 
than other workers. The waiters and waitresses usually 
report to work only about an hour before meal time, and 
they are usually through with their work an hour after 
meal has begun. This makes the total number of hours 
that they work six hours a day and during this time they 
take time off to take their own meals. This has enabled 
them to have sufficient amount of leisure to attend classes 
in the morning or afternoon or in the evening or otherwise 
spend their spare time as they wish. 

In most messhalls the workers eat before they start 
to work. This seems only natural. But in at least one 
messhall workers all eat after the block people have eaten 
and after their own work is over. This was done in order 
to conserve as much food as possible for the people in the 
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block* Ordinarily mesa workers usually ate more than their 
share of choice food such as meat or fruit. In some mess-
halls, in fact, colonists complained that such a thing as 
ham never appeared on their table because it was consumed 
by the workers. To avoid this difficulty, especially during 
the period of food shortage, workers were asked to eat 
after the block had eaten. Many times there wasn't 
sufficient food, often the desirable dish, for the workers, 
and in this case the cooks quickly cut up something to make 
up for it. While this arrangement was not particularly 
satisfactory to the workers, in this particular messhall 
(#25), there was no trouble among the crew because of this. 
As a result, even during the food shortage, this messhall was 
able to supply the block people with sufficient food to keep 
them from being too dissatisfied. 

In many messhalls the chief cook or the steward were 
tempted to take home choice food or to eat them before they 
were cooked for the block people. IShen a box of apples 
arrived, for instance, in some messhalls it was customary for 
workers to reach in and eat as many as they desired. This 
sort of discipline on the part of some of the heads in the 
messhalls has made it difficult to control the rest of the 
crew in yielding to temptation to consume food which rightly 
belonged to the block people. In extreme cases meat and sugar 
and fruit have been taken home by the workers. In other cases 
the chief cook has shown favoritism and has allowed only 
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certain workers advantages of this sort, which has caused a 
split among the workers. Where both the chief cook and the 
steward have been free from temptation, it was possible to 
keep the entire crew from consuming more than their rightful 
share of food. Apple boxes, for instance, when they arrived 
were not opened until the second box arrived several days 
later and an apple could be distributed to each person. 
Tn messhalls where the apple box was quickly opened and 
workers allowed to eat the fruit, it was discovered that 
apples could not be given to the colonists because there 
weren!t enough to pass out to allow one apple to each 
colonist. By the time the second box arrived, too many apples 
were consumed from the first box to distribute them to the 
block people. 

C. Special Pood 
The problem of the cook has been to serve what food they 

had on hand to the people in the most satisfactory manner. 
Where the cooks were unskilled, lazy or did not take pride 
in serving delicious food to the block people, it has been 
difficult to present the people with satisfactory food. 
Even when food was well-prepared as it was on Thanksgiving 
Day when turkey, cranberry and all of the other trimmings 
were served, it was difficult to please the people. The 
food was likely to be cold, the quantity was usually not 
adapted to each individual need, the seasoning could not 
suit everyone, and the atmosphere was not conducive to 
enjoyment of a meal. As a result people usually gulped 
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down their food hurriedly. 
When some cooks, because of food shortage or of con-

venience served combinations of meat and vegetable dishes 
in the form of sukiyaki or stew day after day, it was 
naturally difficult to satisfy the people. While some people 
liked Japanese style of cooking, a lot of rice, and fish 
at least twice a week, others preferred the American 
style with vegetables and meat cooked separately, and less 
fish. No matter how hard the cooks tried they were bound to 
receive some criticism from some source. When people began 
to compare food in various messhalls this criticism was 
bound to increase, because individual differences in the 
skill of the cooks were bound to become evident. 

The problems of the cooks were increased by the fact 
that many of the foods listed on the menu sent from the 
central office were not suitable to the Japanese people. 
Beans, for instance, were listed at least once a week, and 
this was an item which Japanese did not care for at all» 
There was also too much noodles and macaroni on stock because 
the Japanese preferred to take their starch in the form of 
boiled rice daily. On top of that it was almost impossible 
to get any of the special Japanese food which made meals 
appetizing to the majority of the Japanese people. Only an 
inferior grade of Shoyu was available on the table. The only 
other Japanese food available was tsukemono, which was pickled 
by the messhall from vegetables brought in from the farm. 
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A.linomoto, which the Japanese had come to rely on a great deal 
in seasoning dishes of all types was not available. It was 
impossible to prepare such favorite dishes as osushi (rice balls) 
because of lack of special ingredients. Sashimi (raw fish) was 
a delicacy to many Japanese, both Issels and Niseis, but the 
type of fish such as tuna or sea bass which was suited in 
preparing this dish was never sent to the messhalls. For 
this reason several blocks ordered such fish directly and 
have prepared sashimi for the block people at their own 

expense. 
The shortage of sugar has also caused some problems. In 

some messhalls it has been rationed by waiters going around 
and limiting the number of teaspoons of sugar each individual 
could have. In other messhalls sugar was already placed in 
the coffee to make the placing of sugar on the table un-
necessary. In other messhalls sugar has been rationed by 
putting so much in the bowl on the table. Where this method 
was employed and the family system was used it was possible 
for the family to take home whatever surplus sugar left in 
the bowl. Since coffee was served only in the morning, sugar 
appeared on the table only once a day. Because of sugar 
shortage cooks have not been able to make pastries often, 
which would have Improved the meals. Even when pies or 
puddings were made, they were likely to lack sufficient 
sugar to make them taste sweet. Because some messhalls made 
pastries more often than others, this again caused unfavorable 
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comparison and criticism of the cooks. 
There has been a general shortage of meat, egg3and butter. 

Although roast is prepared almost once a week, steaks have 
appeared only several times within the past four or five 
months. At one time heart was served frequently and greatly 
disliked by most colonists, but it has ceased to appear on 
the table. Cooks have often found it necessary to cook 
meat with vegetables in order to serve it at all. Eggs have 
often had to be served as French toast, and even when 
scrambled have often been mixed with too much milk or potato. 
Bacon seems to have disappeared entirely in recent months. 
While a possible shortage of milk with the coming of cold 
weather has been talked about, colonists can still have it 
at least two times a day and often three. 

Another factor which has contributed to the difficulty 
of satisfying the block people is the lack of sufficient 
utensils. The lack of rice bowls and chopsticks, especially 
to eat a final bowl of ochazuke (rice and tea), which has 
been customary in finishing up a Japanese meal, has been a 
source of Irritation to some people. The fact that most of 
the time stew, rice, salad, and tsukemono were all placed 
on a single plate has served to make the food less agreeable. 
In blocks which have been fitted up late it has been necessary 
for residents to bring their own silverware to the messhall. 
IV. ADJUSTMENTS 

Up to this point the pages have been mainly devoted to 
a description of the manner in which food was procured, 
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distributed to messhalls and prepared for the people in 
individual blocks. Only incidentally have there been 
indications of the reaction of the people to present method 
of food consumed. In this section the effect of this new 
set-up on the people in general will be explored more care-
fully. Liberty, however, must be taken in referring from 
conditions indicated in proceeding sections the effect on the 
people, because at this point adequate sampling of the 
people's reaction is not available» 
A. Community Solidarity 

Probably one of the most Important effects of the system 
of community messhalls is in the strengthening of the block 
as a unit at the expense of the solidarity of the family. 
Within the family eating constituted probably the major 
activity, especially of the housewife, who was required to 
plan, shop for and prepare three meals a day regularly. The 
existence of a central organization which took care of all the 
food needs of the average colonists through its centralized 
buying, community messhalls, and special help to wash the 
dishes left the family without one of its major functions, 
thus weakening the family as a group. Pleasing the husband 
and children with carefully-prepared food or with favorite 
dishes was no longer possible. 

On the other hand, the solidarity of the block as a 
unit has been greatly strengthened by the existence of a 
community messhall* Having to see each other every day three 
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times a day and being required to exchange greetings even 
with strangers has done much to get the block people 
acquainted with each other. Daily contact with the waiters, 
and the cooks, has also helped to increase block solidarity. 
Announcements by the block managers or the chief cook at 
meal time has been another means of increasing the common 
knowledge and hence the solidarity of the block people» 
Thus we see that the centralization of mess activity result-
ing in a common chief cook, common eating place, common 
food, have increased the feeling of the people that they be-
long to a block. Pride in one!s own messhall is common 
among the people and is an indication of the sense of be-
longing to a group which has been fostered by the existence 
of a common messhall* 

Another factor in community solidarity has been the 
leveling process which has resulted from the equal treatment 
of individuals of all status. The rich no longer eat better 
food than the poor. The efficient housewife can not boast 
of her skill any longer. School children have no reason for 
comparing the lunches of his neighb or!s children with 
their own. The tendency, of course, has been for those who 
were used to better food than served in the messhall to 
complain of the poor quality of the food and show signs of 
not enjoying the meals. Those who were less fortunate in 
the past, however, are able to partake of the food presented 
to them with less adverse criticisms. This leveling process 
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has broken down former barriers created by difference in 
social and economic status. Common fears and grudges centered 
around the messhall have also served to bind the people of a 
block together on an equal level. 

It is true, however, that such block solidarity is not 
very visible yet. But even to strangers in a block persons 
sitting at the same table and nearby tables are gradually 
becoming familiar as the months roll by. Faces are becoming 
more familiar, and comments on the personality of individuals 
are beginning to spread to more and more people within the 
block. Persons who are pretty, those who are snobbish, 
others who are peculiarly anti-social are all receiving 
comments. With such daily contacts a person or a family can 
not remain oblivious to the people whom they meet daily in 
the messhall without drawing comments from others. While 
antagonisms and barriers may arise between families and 
individuals because of personal reasons, the whole process 
is a gradual closing in together of the block as a unit. 
It is similar to the process of a large ©ity taking on the 
qualities of a small town where everyone knows everyone else, 
if such an analogy is permissible. 

B, General Dissatisfaction 
The reaction of the people to the centralized system of 

feeding has been a general dissatisfaction. While a few 
people seemed to be satisfied with the food they ate in the 
messhall, there has been practically no enthusiastic outbursts 
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in favor of the new way of taking care of the food needs of 
the people. The fact that the system was new to the people 
was enough to cause dissatisfaction in the beginning. The 
lack of choice of food and inability to have food cooked in 
a special way alone have been sources of dissatisfaction. 
On top of this, poor table manners employed by people eating 
at the same table were irritating to those brought up 
to observe table etiquette. The stretching of arms for food 
on the table, eating with mouths open or making of irritating 
noises when chewing food have caused some persons dismay. 
This relationship has probably existed between those brought 
up in the city and those who lived in rural districts. The 
former has tended to look on the latter as being poorly 
bred, while the country people have often thought many 
people from the city as snobs. 

During July and August the dissatisfaction due to the 
food shortage and poor quality of food served was especially 
great. Since then it has tended to subside gradually. 
At the time of the mess slow-up strike, the poor quality 
of the food was given as one of the reasons for the strike, 
but many people did not feel that a strike was warranted 
on that basis. According to Mr. Taketa, chairman of the 
Mess Supervisory Council and member of the Pair Practice 
Committee, at the time of the slow-up strike he was asked 
by a clerk working in the Administration Building why the 
strike was being held. Mr. Taketa demanded to know whether 
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the quality of food he was receiving was sufficiently good* 
Mr. Taketa was dismayed when the clerk replied that he 
thought it was good enough and did not believe that a 
strike was necessary. At that time better food was promised 
and this seems to have been carried out. Pish was increased 
to two times a week, and there seems to have been a ¿Light 

r 

increase in better quality meat. 
Since the strike, the general trend has been less and 

less dissatisfaction. Part of this was probably due to the 
slight improvement in the quality of the food. The fact 
that most colonists had been in the Project for at least 
four or five months and had become gradually accustomed to 
the messhall was probably another important factor. Many 
of the sources of complaint, such as poor cooks, poor 
system of distributing food and the like had been somewhat 
eliminated, too. Also, dissatisfaction in general had 
greatly subsided since the slow-up strike. Pay checks 
arrived, clothing was distributed to workers, such dis-
turbing problems as the broadcast and the theater projects 
had been settled to the satisfaction of most of the people. 
This release of tension in other areas probably served to 
reduce dissatisfaction with the messhall. 

Even now, however, the general opinion of people seems 
to be that they would prefer to cook for themselves and 
eat at home. They have not as yet come to appreciate the 
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advantages of a community messhall, which H. G. Wells saw 
as a part of a future Modem World. How long it would take 
for the people to come to appreciate this new set-up and 
what factors would serve to bring this realization about, 
or whether the people will ever come to see the advantageous 
side of the messhall picture will be an interesting point 
to observe. 

The dissatisfaction of the people with the food served 
in the messhall has been expressed in other ways besides 
verbally. Hurried eating, for instance, is a partial 
indication of the lack of enjoyment of eating at the mess 
table. Many people are through eating within ten minutes, 
and a person who eats slowly and tries to enjoy his meal 
finds himself coming the earliest, but still eating after 
all of the others have gone out. Some mothers have been 
alarmed because their children gulp down a few mouthfuls of 
food and then rush out to play. 

Some people have protested against the food served in 
the messhall by not eating some food such as fish, stew, 
beets, which they did not like. Some children ate very 
little and gave their mothers much cause for worry. Others 
did not come to eat breakfast, feeling that it was not 
worth the trouble of getting up at 7 while it was still 
dark for a poor meal. 

Most families took to cooking and eating snacks at 
home. This is probably the greatest indication of unwillingness 
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of the colonists to part entirely with family cooking. 
Sometimes food was brought home from the messhall table and 
recooked in individual apartments to suit the taste of the 
members in the family. Some families always had breakfast 
or a night snack at home. Canned meat, fruit, soup and the 
like were opened to be eaten leisurely in the family circle. 
Where there was a child, a weak or sick person, or an old 
person in the family who could not eat the food served in 
the messhall and required special food, eating at home was 
done regularly. Coffee, tea and sweets,especially, were 
served at home to supplement the food eaten at the mes shall. 
C. Feeling of Insecurity 

Because the control of buying and preparing of food was 
left entirely in the hands of other people over whom the 
block people had very little control, a feeling of insecurity 
and helplessness could not be avoided on the part of 
colonists. This feeling was enhanced by the general belief 
among the people that the Caucasian heads were making profits 
for themselves out of the food that was supposed to go to the 
people. The rumor that rice which should have been sent to 
the messhalls was being sold in the canteen was an indication 
of just such a suspicion. The General Manager of the 
Community Enterprises, Sumio Miyamoto, has claimed that this 
rumor is false. The Japanese in key positions, also, have 
been suspected of favoritism and pilfering of food. The 
Japanese have been suspected of this even from the Caucasian 

i 
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mess investigating committee, and there seems to be very 
good grounds for this belief. People in the warehouse, truck 
drivers, chief cooks, senior stewards, and other mess workers 
have all been suspected of pilfering food belonging to the 
people. There was also a fear that for one reason or another 
It would not be possible to receive food from the outside 
world. Breakdown in transportation during the cold spell, 
lack of transportation, food shortage on the outside, the 
of the Army Quartermaster were some of the reasons given for 
this fear. These fears have resulted In messhalls storing 
a surplus of food for emergency, in spite of instructions from 
the Administration warning against the hoarding of food. 
Left-over rice has been distributed to block people to be 
dried ana stored in case of lack of food. During the farm 
strike which threatened to extend to mess workers, more than 
the usual number of people brought food at the canteen to 
store at home in case of emergenby. Such staple products as 
rice and flour were bought by many of these people. The lack 
of sugar and the inability to buy it privately has caused 
some concern to those who looked forward to a nightly snack 
of coffee or tea. Appearance of saccharine tablets in 
the canteens served partially to allay this fear. Some 
people were able to bring home sugar left over on the mess-
hall table every morning. Shortage in coffee and tea caused 
some disturbance, but not a great amount of fear. Some 
families were already brewing tea from barley and other farm 
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products and were delighted with the substitute. The shortage 
of candies was a source of Irritation to many families, and 
many orders were sent outside to friends for these. Those 
who could not eat all of the food served in the messhall and 
who did not like to drink milk, felt that they were becoming 
under-nourished. Many mothers shared this feeling because 
they feared that their children were not getting the right 
type and sufficient quantity of nourishment. 

The feeling of insecurity was probably greatest at the 
time of the farm strike when food was scarce and antagonism 
existed between the Japanese people and Mr. Pilcher. When 
the mess-slow-up strike went into effect, there did not seem 
to be so much feeling of insecurity on the part of the people 
that they would not be able to obtain food. Since then the 
insecure feeling, along with the dissatisfaction, has 
gradually diminished. Cold weather has arrived, but except 
for the scarcity of fresh vegetables, there has been no 
noticeable slow-down of the rate of flow of food into the 
Project. 
D. Pilfering 

Pilfering of food has been only one of the numerous 
causes of conflicts arising in the mess division, but It is 
worth mentioning at this point because such tendencies have 
been observed in other phases of camp life and seems to be a 
result of the new condition that people have had to face within 
the Project. Community control and planning of activities 
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within the Project, together with the lack of resources with 
which to buy goods freely through proper channels, seem to 
have increased the temptation among colonists to pilfer food 
which rightly belonged to the people in general. Pood has 
been known to be taken from the box cars, from the warehouse, 
from the butcher shop, from the delivery truck, from the 
messhall pantry. This has meant unscrupulous workers all up 
and down the line of workers. In some messhalls cooks and 
workers have assumed that they were entitled to extra food 
and usually ate more than their share of choice food. Truck 
drivers demanded apples for their crew whenever they delivered 
supplies. Since some chief cooks could not avoid the 
temptation of taking food home from the messhall, they had to 
let the rest of the workers do the same. The surprising 
thing about pilfering is not that it is being practiced, but 
that people who formerly wou^d not have stolen even a penny 
have come to accept the practice as being natural. Farmers 
have been in the habit of bringing home whatever vegetable 
they needed at home, even though they were asked not to do 
this. Authorities were more strict about wild geese being 
brought home, because it infringed on a State law, but 
farmers brought them home whenever they could. The same sort 
of thing has occurred with lumber being used for construction. 
While many people claim that such behavior is "natural/1 we 
should look for the environmental circumstances which 
facilitate such behavior. 
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Mr. Pagan, Mr. Conner and Mr. Fleming reporting on mess-
hall conditions on October 2, noted in their general recom-
mendations as follows: 

"There is a question as to whether Japanese assistants 
in certain key positions are willing to take sufficient 
responsibility. The pressure from friends and relatives are 
tremendous• 

"There have been many cases of favoritism to individuals 
or to groups, both in the food warehouse and the messhalls. 
The committee is not disposed Itself to blame Japanese 
assistants for this condition. It seems to be inevitable 
in the circumstances of the Project. However, if this is 
true, it may be necessary to have additional Caucasian 
assistants in the food warehouse and in inspection of mess-
halls." 
E. Position of Woman 

The centralization of mess activity has affected the 
woman the most because the making of meals constituted one 
of her most time-consuming and important activities. Because 
she has been deprived of this job her usefulness and con-
sequently her status has been reduced correspondingly. It 
is true that she has more leisure and is able to attend 
classes in English, sewing, flower arrangement, artificial 
flower making and the like, but she has ceased to be as 
Indispensable as she formerly has been. In preparing meals, 
not only was the woman fulfilling a necessary task, she was 
also in a position to please members of the family by making 
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special dishes to suit them. The family table was also a 
place where the parents could teach children good manners 
and give them advice on a great many things. This has not 
been easy to do in a community messhall when a great many 
strangers were around and everyone ate in a hurry and left 
the table as soon as they could. The lack of necessity of 
skill in cooking at the present time may serve to lower the 
value as wives of girls who have been trained to take 
interest in domestic arts, and proportionately increase the 
popularity of the girl who can be a good companion to the boy. 
We should at least expect some change to result from this 
shifting of the responsibility for the preparation of meals 
from the shoulders of women to that of community workers. 

Mess activity, then, has contributed to two large 
processes: first, the leveling of the people through uniform 
meals and uniform eating place; second, community planning 
and control of activities, which is characterized by 
central meal planning, buying and mass feeding. These 
processes have caused a great deal of dissatisfaction and 
sense of insecurity in general, especially during the 
initial period of adjustment. There are indications that 
people are making better and better adjustment to the new 
set-up, even if it is only a matter of getting used to new 
conditions. Pilfering has cropped up as a by-product of 
this new system and seems to persist. While this new 
arrangement has affected the woman the most, it is not known 
yet what affects have actually taken place. 
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V. ANALYSIS OP WORKERS 
The analysis of messhall workers can be conveniently 

divided into the analysis of cooks and other workers. 
Both the nature of the job, their status, and the type of 
people accepting those jobs serve to make this division a 
natural one. In general, cooks are more likely to be Isseis, 
while diswashers and waiters are more likely to be Niseis. 
A. Cooks 

Cooks, in general, have tended to be Isseis or older 
Niseis. In almost all cases they are men. The require-
ments of the job of a cook have been rather strenuous, 
being required to put in long hours in front of a hot 
stove and being responsible for the food of hundreds of 
people. In general this has made the job of a cook 
rather unattractive. On the other hand, cooks have usually 
not been willing to quit even when a great many complaints 
have been forwarded to them from various sources. The 
position of cook has offered a certain amount of prestige. 
To some it has also meant an opportunity to pilfer food. 
Interest in the work probably has"attracted many cooks to 
the job. It was also an indoor job and a clean one and a 
warm one during the winter time are factors which made it 
attractive to many people. 

The status of the cooks brings to light interesting 
points. On the outside world the status of a cook is not 
very high or very low. It is one of those positions which 
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are filled by Japanese without attracting many comments, 
good or bad. This is especially true of restaurant cooks. 
Domestic cooks were more likely to be looked upon as in 
a slightly servile job. During the early months of 
adjustment when the weather was exceedingly warm, cooks 
complained of being overworked. They had to work long 
hours in front of a hot stove. Sufficient food was not 
delivered from the warehouse, especially during July and 
August. At such a time when complaints came to the 
cooks they were infuriated because of the strain under 
which they were working. This hard work, however, earned 
them a reputation for hard work and a status that would 
not have been accorded them if their work had been 
easier. Only the chief cook was receiving $19.00 at 
first, but when the wage scale was changed in August (?), 
all cooks were uniformly raised to #19.00. Outside 
workers had been induced to work with shorter hours, 
extra clothing, better food, but to the cooks higher 
status was extended. This rise in status has generally 
served to keep the cooks satisfied. In some messhalls 
they overstepped their bounds and tried to order other 
workers about, but these were probably exceptions. 

B. Other Mess Workers 
Of the other mess workers besides the cooks, the 

majority are usually young Niseis or Kibells. There are 
some exceptions, such as the janitors who are usually old 
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Isseis, and laundresses who are usually Issei women. 
Some of the waitresses and kitchen helpers are sometimes 
Issei women. On the whole the kitchen crew is dominated 
by Niseis who are relatively young—from about 17 to 25. 
The dishwashers are usually boys, while the job of waiting 
on table is taken over largely by girls, but not wholly. 
Since high school children have started to go to school 
the position formerly filled by young people working in 
the messhall has been filled In many cases by Isseis. 
A ruling has been made by the Administration that all new 
mess workers must be women, as there was a shortage of 
men to work on the farm. 

Messhall work has been relatively easy work, with 
short working hours and no hard work or skill or brain-
work required. Since the mess workers worked only about 
two hours during meal time, they had the rest of the time 
free to attend classes or do whatever they pleased. 
This made the work desirable for girls who desired to 
attend classes In sewing, flower arrangement, flower mak-
ing or other Adult Education classes which were held 
during the day and at night. 

Despite the attractiveness of the job in terms of 
hours and work, it did not attract people with ability or 
ambition. In the first place, the job was of the unskilled 
sort which had always been considered a relatively low 
type of job. The term, waitress, especially, carried an 
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unrespectableconnotation among Japanese, The concern for 
status which is a strong characteristic of Niseis, as it 

> is the characteristic of all second generation groups in 
general, took the traditional form of seeking "white 
collar" work whenever they could. For this reason most 
Niseis with ambition preferred to work in the Ad Building 
as clerk or typists, in the hospital as Nurses* Aides, 
in the canteen as sales clerks. They considered their 
type of work and the way they dressed and the things they 
did more respective than those of the messhall worker. 
While this attitude seems to be more common with girls, 
it holds true generally for both sexes. 

As a result of the lower status of the messhall 
work, it has tended to draw certain types of Niseis. 
In the first place, Niseis with any amount of intellectual 
interest usually are not found in the messhall. For the 
boys who do not like "white collar" work, there are jobs 
on the farm, in the construction division, in the motor 
pool, Fire Department and the warden force. For the 
girls who do not like "white collar" work, the messhall 
is about the only other work they can turn to« Many of 
the girls are from the country and have done no other 
type of work except work around the home and in the fields, 
and consequently find themselves able to accept only work 
in the messhall. The general characteristics of these 
people are the lack of refined ways which Niseis seeking 
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"white collar" work attempt to maintain and a narrow range of interest 

especially in the intellectual sphere. To a large extent the latter is 

true of a large number of Niseis, but especially true of messhall 

•workers. 

The boys are likely to be at an awkward age when they are most 

interested in girls and dances, but have not learned the refined ways 

which make it possible to approach girls without frightening them 

away. Awkward manners and dirty jeans often characterize these boys. 

The boys may crack jokes among themselves and consider it funny, but 

Niseis usually will not do this infront of a girl. The Isseis and 

Kibeis working in Hie messhall are likely to talk in vague but erotic 

terms, irritating the girls or making them laugh. The interest of the 

Niseis is centered around sports, popuir mucic, dances and the opposite 

sex. To a large degree they have taken up American ways. Most of 

the girls, for instance, wear their hair cut short and with a permanent 

wave. "When the people dance they are likely to prefer jitter-bug to 

smooth dancing or dance only awkwardly. The girls tend to giggle 

too much and secretly crave attention from beys, which is probably 

natural of a group of adolescents. These people usually talk a great 

deal and claim that they have a great deal of fun working in the mess-

hall. 

Another type of Nisei which the messhall tends to attract is 

the quiet type who has attempted to adjust himself to the ways of 

his parents. This is especially true of girls who have accepted the 

parent's conception of the role of a girl as one interested in sewing, 

cooking, and other domestic arts. For one thing, many girls of this 
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sort have not been ambitious enough to strive for -white collar work, 

to develop intellectual interests, or attempt to maintain refined social 

ways. Many of them probably had no qualification or desire to do other 

than messhall •work. The fact that this work gave them an opportunity 

to attend sewing and other classes which their parents wanted them to 

attend, made this work more attractive. Some girls who were enjoying 

their work in the hospital were forced by their parents to accept mess-

hall work so "that they could attend classes. 

These people wereusually more reserved, less open m t h the op-

posite sex, and talked less. They were much more likely to be Buddhists 

than Christians. Their mannerisms tended to be more Japanese than 

those of other Niseis. They usually spoke better Japanese and 

poorer English than "the others» 

Another category -which "the messhall attracted was the Kibeis. 

They are not a type, but a culturally isolated group of second genera-

tion Japanese. The fact that a large proportion of them are working 

in the messhall is probably due to the fact that they find it difficult 

to find suitable employment else-where. Positions requiring the use of 

the English tongue are usually closed to them. Many boys probably found 

employment on the farm. A handful of Kibeis were on the warden force 

but after finding themselves unable to get along with the Niseis, many 

of them left for the beetfield. Some kitchen crew have been made up 

entirely of Kibeis, such as the one involved in the Imazeki Battery Case. 

At best their relation wfch other Niseis is only tolerable. They often 

find much in common with the extremely quiet type of Nisei who also 

find themselves out of stride with other Niseis. Some Niseis even 

find it easier to get along with Kibeis than with Niseis« 
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Thus we find that the type of job and the relative low status 

of the job have tended to draw workers of a certain sort to the mess-

hall, In terms of social stratisfication they can be placed on a rela-

tively low level. They do not maintain the status ways which give 

prestige to the group. In terms of acculteration most of them are 

likely to be conservative or backward. In terns of adjustment they 

tend to be submissive to parent ways. The large proportion of Kibeis 

is also another characteristic of the workers in the messhall. 

V. CONFLICTS 

Some indication has been made of the frequency and type conflicts 

that have occurred in the mess division. In this section the conflicts 

will be analyzed a little more thoroughly to bring out some of the fac-

tors -which caused the conflicts. First an analysis will be made of the 

possible causes of conflicts and their relative importance. This 

will be followed by an account of the activities of Kintaro Takeda 

in his work to settle messhall conflicts. Finally, a detailed account 

of the ousting of Pilcher, including the mess slow-up strike, will 

be given, bringing out the relationship between Japanese and Caicasians. 

A. Causes of Mess Conflicts 

An analysis of mess conflicts reported in the block manager's re-

ports reveal the following main causes: 

1. Food shortage 

2. Trouble among the mess -workers 

3. Complaints from block people 

4. ?oor distribution of food 

5. Desire to put in own block workers 

6. Misunderstanding over employment policy 

7. Relation with Caucasians 
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The relative importance of these factors in causing conflicts 

is difficult to determine, but they seem to follow in the above 

order of importance, except for the relation with Caucasians, which 

is probably among the more important reasons for conflict» This seems 

to be true when it is considered that the attitude of Caucasian heads 

figured largely in the farm strike and was the main basis for "the . 

slcw-up strike. Each of these causes will be discussed in order. 

1. Food Shortage 

Food shortage has been the chief source of complaints and the 

main cause for the farm strike on August 15 and was also listed as 

one of the complaints made at the time of the slow-up strike on Octo-

ber 12. From the very beginning there has been complaints of food 

shortage. The Block Manager of Block 4 reports on June 15 that the 

cook is having difficulty preparing meals. On July 2 the Block 

Manager of Block 28 writes: "Our chief cook complains that food supply 

is very low. We went after food in order to have something to eat for 

the mess meal." Complaints of the shortage of food, however, became 

acute and general beginning early in August and extending into the 

middle of August -when the farm strike resulted in the securing of 

an emergency purchase order, and purchasing of more food locally 

to relieve the situation. Since then the complaint of food shortage 

decreased in intensity. The complaint at the time of the slow-up 

strike that only thirty-nine cents was being spent for food when 

forty-five cents was promised indicates that dissatisfaction on this 

score still existed at the time. During November complaints against 

food shortage seem to have been reduced to a minimum. 

At the time of the food shortage, chief cooks complained that 
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they were unable to cook decent meals. In many cases they were 

required to cook meat and vegetables together because the supply, 

especially of meat, was limited. This in turn caused complaints from 

the clock people. Some of the mess crew were suspected of taking food 

home from the kitchen, although it was not actually true. In one block 

where this was true (block 26), an effort was made to take out the 

chief cook and his crew. When in some blocks the people formed a 

committee to present complaints to the cooking staff, the crew 

threatened to resign as they did not fell responsible for the short-

age of food. 

2. Trouble Among Mess Workers 

In many organizations there is usually some bickering going 

on among the workers. This is especially true when the head or those 

in responsible positions are not able to handle their job and men 

below them adequately. Such poor relationship among markers has been 

one of the major causes of a small irritating trouble within the mess-

hall and occasionally these have ended up in an open split among the 

workers and situations where one side was forced to quit their jobs. 

When the choice of the chief cook was poor there was most 

likely to be internal trouble. One crew complained that the chief 

cook was too young—32 years old, but since kitchens have been run-

ning smoothly with younger chief cooks than that, it is a sign of 

poor management on the part of the chief cook. In another mess-

hall the waitress crew threatened "to quit because the chief cook 

"overstepped his bounds," but in this case everything was settled. 

In another block the chief cook tried not only to control the 

kitchen, but also the inhole block. In another 
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the block manager suggested that the chief cook not be given full 

control over the messhall because some of them were not good managers« 

In one block the cause for trouble between cooks and waiters was the 

fact that no one seemed to know who was the head of the messhall—the 

senior steward or the chief cook. 

A comparison of Block 26 and Block 25 messhalls shows the 

important part played by the chief cook in maintaining order. Both 

of the cooks of these messhalls had been working with a kitchen crew 

in Walerga, ami they had been selected as cooks before they arrived 

in Tule Lake. The chief cook of mess 26 was a Hawaiian second genera-

tion (?) in his 30*s. From the reports that were circulated about 

him, he seems to have lacked integrity of character. In the first 

place, he allowed his crew to consume more them their share of food. 

When there was not enought of a certain food delivered to the mess-

hall to serve to the people, he allowed the crew to consume it all. 

This was true of fruits, for instance, which arrived at one time in 

quantity sufficient for only half of the people. It was also diffi-

cult to find a wey in which a leg or two of ham could be served to 

200 people, and it was reported that such food never appeared on 

the table. The chief cook showed special favors to his c rew, such 

as by making lemon pies for them.1 Stories were circulated that 

some worker was caught taking home a piece of meat under his apron. 

During the farm strike, just as everything seemed to be settled 

a few cooks complained that they did not have enough food for the 

next morning . The leader asked which of the messhalls did not 

have sufficient food. He promised that he would go and get the food for 

them even if it was necessary to make the Administration Officials _ 

J.S.J. 8/15/42 
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go buy it because the people had been premised sufficient food» 

The chief cook from block 26 came forward and said that he did not have 

enough food, such as eggs for instance. The leader said that he would 

go and check up on the stock. The chief cook seemed embarrassed and 

faltering said that -there will be some eggs on hand, but he's had 

to save up that supply for days in order to be able to serve it at 

all. Clearly he was out to grab as much food as he could get. It 

was later rumored by some people in his block that he had sent some-

one back to the messhall, probably in order to conceal what surplus 

food he had. 

Only two or three other blocks said that they did not have 

sufficient food for the next day. 

The block people did not try to conceal their antagonism 

toward the chief cook and openly admitted that their ISock was 

probably one of -tiie worst in camp. On July 7, the hostility be-

came quite open. The kitchen crew threatened to walk out just 

to show the people that a trained crew was necessary to run a kitchen. 

The incident ended up in a fight, however, and it was necessary to call 

the wardens in to settle the dispute. Evidently the block people had 

asked that the cooks stick to the menu in order to insure that they 

were not being cheated out of food. The cooks said that this could 

not be done because the warehouse did not send sufficient food. But 

the basic trouble seems to be the poor character of the chief cook, who, 

because of lack of integrity could not satisfy the block people. 

Since this incident trouble has occurred in Block 26 again and the 

people are still not satisfied, '̂ his will probably continue as long 

as the root of the-trouble is not removed. 
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In comparison Mess 25 has never had any trouble, even during 

the food shortage period. The cooking has not always been superbly 

good, but it has been tolerable. The block people have been 

assured that the chief cook is doing all he can to give the 

best service he cam manage. The chief cook is an Issei in his 40fs 

very strict, but with a sense of fair play. He does not allow the 

mess workers to take any food home cr eat more than their share of 

food. Realizing that if the mess workers ate before the block workers 

they would eat more than their share of the food, he has made it a 

rule for them to eat after the block people. 

While he has been very strict even to the crew, he has had no 

trouble among them. It is his ability to manage the messhall honestly 

and to manage it well that has kept trouble out of his messhall« 

Thus we see the important role played by the chief cook in 

keeping order among the workers and also good relations with the 

block people. This applies to other departments as well—the harmony 

and the efficiency of a department depends on the ability of the men 

in key positions. 

There have been many sorts of internal troubles. In one mess-

hall there was trouble between the dishwashers and waiters and waitres-

ses, which was settled by the block people. In another the cooks were 

in disagreement, and the matter settled by having to differ cooking 

crews. In another a petition was circulated to remove certain workers. 

The petition was stopped and the block leaders attempted to solve the 

problem. The chief cook and his assistants were asked to resign 

and the situation was settled. In another the ward supervisor was 
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blamed for causing trouble. In Block 6 a fight broke out when an 

inspector attempted to confiscate some excess food in the pantry. Sectional-

ism entered into the picture as the block was populated largely with 

people from Clarksburg and the inspector happened to be someone from 

the northwest. 

Some insight into the nature of internal conflicts in the 

messhall is presented by Mr. Taketa, who has been handling messhall 

complaints as a member of the Fair Practice Committee. He lists 

several situations which have led to internal conflict. The first 

situation is where farmers and construction workers are desirous 

of finding an opening in the messhall because they know that they will 

not be able to work much longer outside. The scarcity of outdoor 

work together with the increasing intensity of the cold make them desire 

an indoor job close to home. The second situation is where women with-

in the block who have no employment but desire it are also seeking 

openings in the messhall. In both of these cases the dissatisfied per-

son goes around telling other block people that so and so working 

in the messhall is very incompetent. In this way they created commotion, 

and are sometimes successful in removing a worker. The third situation 

is one in which a mess worker does not like a certain party in the block. 

As a result, the worker does not give this person as good service as 

he does to others. This infuriates the resident, and he goes around 

complaining to people in general about the unfair mess worker. The 

forth situation is one in which the truck drivers and delivery boys 

demand extra food, such as apples, from the kitchen. Since very few 

extra apples are delivered to the messhall the kitchen can not afford 
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to be giving such hand-outs to ©very delivery crew. The delivery crew, 

in order to retaliate, goes to the block people, telling them that this 

morning so much of such and such a product was delivered, whereas actually 

one-half that amount was delivered by him. The block people are 

likely to believe the delivery boy and begin to suspect that the kitchen 

crew is pilfering food which rightly belongs to them. 

Besides these four situations he cited another case which he handled 

recently. The chief cook showed favoritism to a young -widow in the 

kitchen help crew. The widow in turn played up to the chief cook, and 

some people suspected an affair between them. Another married woman 

in the crew was honest and felt that the people were being robbed of 

food which rightly belonged to them. The chief cook wanting to get 

rid of the married woman because she got in his way told block people 

false stories about her incompetence. Things became so unbearable for 

her that she appealed for help from Mr. Taketa. He was unable to 

patch up the situation and the woman was finally required to quit her 

job. 

The nature of internal conflicts in the messhall is due generally 

not to the changed conditions within the Project but to personality 

factors which have always operated to cause disagreements, cliques, 

jealousies even on the outside. 

3. Complaints from Block People. 

As has already been indicated dissatisfaction with the messhall 

among the block people has been rather general. The food shortage 

has caused a great deal of grumbling among the people. "Where the chief 

cook has taken pains to gain the confidence of the people, however, 

and where he has explained that there was a shortage of food, the com-

plaints have not been so great. Poor preparation of food has been dif-
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ficult to excuse, and has been a major source of complaint from the 

block people. In one messhall it was necessary to call in the chief 

cook from another messhall as advisor in order to have the quality of 

the food improved. Mismanagement by the chief cook and pilfering on 

the part of the kitchen crew has been the cause for many complaints, 

and one which has resolted in attempts to remove the cooks or the entire 

crew. As was indicated in the previous section, some of the complaints 

circulated among the block people have been motivated by a desire for 

personal gain or by personal grudge, and have not always been justified. 

4. Poor Distribution of Food 

Some blocks have a larger population than others and at the time 

of the food shortage there was a general belief that food was being 

distributed equally to all messhalls, which was felt to be very unfair. 

While a rough scale was made for distributing such food as sugar, for 

instance, it seems to have been true that the distribution of food 

was not strictly in proportion to the population in that block. This 

was finally remedied in September, and since then this has not caused 

much trouble. The source of the trouble here lies with the lack of 

foresight on the part of the mess management heads. It speaks poorly 

for the adaptability of those in charge of the distribution of food that 

this source of complaint was not remedied earlier. 

5. Desire to Put in Own Block Workers 

In blocks where the kitchen crew cane largely frcan some other block, 

unfavorably there were oomplaints that they should be replaced with 

people in the block. One block manager aptly sums up the reasons for such 

a change pointing out the reasons for not wanting to retain WD rkers from 

other blookst 
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Excessive mouths to feed. 

Workers* friends brought to the messhall to eat« 

Poor preparation of food. 

Poor service "by waitresses. 

Two reasons seem to stand out above others« There are excessive 

mouths to feed and the quality of work is bound to be poorer than when 

people from the block are employed. The first complaint was especially 

important when there was a food shortage and distribution of food was 

thought to be equal to all blocks regardless of population. At the 

present time, however, this does not serve as an excuse because food 

is distributed accordingly to daily head counts. It is difficult to 

determine how true the second charge is. "While it is plausible 

still it is not an imperative reason for firing one crew and putting 

in another. It is more likely that a feeling of sectionalism enters 

into the picture to a large extent. With outside -workers hostile 

attitudes on the part of block people resulting from dissatisfaction 

of the preparation of the food or service given by the waitresses are 

likely to be intensified. It is possible that such outside workers 

will also take a similar attitude and not feel as responsible in giving 

the people better service. One other factor that should not be over-

looked is the desire for jobs by people in the block. If Mr. Taketa's 

insights are correct, this is an underlying motive which plays a signi-

ficant part in people in the block attempting to oust workers from the 

mess crew. That this should be directed in a wholesale manner against 

all outside workers is only natural. In some blocks a compromise solu-

tion has been worked out whereby new openings would be filled with 

block people only. 

6. Employment Policy 

A few of the conflicts have been considered by a lack of under-
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standing of the authority delegated to certain key men. One block manager 

did not believe that the chief cook had the right to hire and fire 

-workers as he claimed he had. Some block managers felt that where the 

chief cook was not competent he should not be allowed to take complete 

charge of the messhall. In some cases the senior steward struggled 

with the chief cook for the control of the messhall. In one block 

there were complaints from the bldck manager and the chief cook be-

cause the food inspector was hired without consulting either of them. 

In any relation between workers of the same organization lack of clear-

cut understanding of theline of authority and division of labor is 

potential cause of conflicts. In the messhall conflicts we find this to 

be true, too. 

7. Relationship with Caucasians 

The sense of insecurity and dissatisfaction resulting from the 

extreme centralization of mess activity, taking the control over food 

entirely out of the hands of the block residents, have been intensified by the 

presence of Caucasians at the top of the hierarchy of authority. This 

has meant leaving this important matter cf food up to Caucasians whom 

most Japanese felt could not be trusted without good reasons. Tro 

factors seemed to complicate the relationship. One was the feeling 

of suspicion that the Japanese had toward Caucasians. Mary Japanese 

felt that Caucasians were full of graft, and could be expected to 

make profit for themselves from the food which was supposed to go 

to colonists. Perhaps this was partly due to a projection of the 

inclination of some Japanese to do the same thing. The other factor 

was the Japanese's sensitivity to his own skin color. 

The evacuation, most Japanese were convinced, was wholly dis-
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criminatory. They felt that all Caucasians were more or less respon-

sible for the present treatment of the Japanese. This nixed feeling 

of antagonism and inferiority tended to create a gulf between the 

Japanese and the Caucasians. 

The Caucasians on their part were likely to approach the Japanese 

with a condescending attitude. Many of them could only think of 

Japanese as generally an inferior race. Coupled with this was a 

difference in point of view, which resulted in lack of sympathy 

with the Japanese people. The Japanese, after all, were being sup-

ported by the Government and were not working very hard. They were 

receiving relatively good food, •when there was a shortage of food on 

the outside. They were doing nothing to help the war effort when 

thousands of Americans were dying on the battlefield. The clamors 

from the Japanese for decent food often seemed excessive to the 

Caucasians. Along with this feeling was a suspicion that the Japanese 

were trying to get as much as they could get from the government. 

There was also a suspicion that pilfering was going on among the 

Japanese in key positions, which warranted a strict check-up. 

Mr. Cooke, the head of the transportation and supply division, 

maintained relative smooth relations with the Japanese. He had been 

in Japan for a number of years, and claimed to know the Japanese 

people. He took a condescending attitude, however, toward the Japan-

ese. He was also not very open and frank, and the Japanese people 

did not feel that he could be trusted at all. Mr. Stults, the first 

Project Steward, was willing to listen to the compfeints of the Japanese 

people and do all he could to remedy any situation. He did not stay 

on the Project very long as he was transferred to another relocation 
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center. He was replaced by Mr. Pilcher, who had already made him-

self unpopular with the Japanese people in Walerga. His attitude 

toward the Japanese was very arrogant, telling them that if they 

did not like the way things were being run the army would be asked 

to step in and enforce things. Mr. Douglas had charged Mr. Taketa, 

who was trying to get the full forty-five cents worth of food that was 

promised to the people amongother things, as being a "communist." 

Even Mr. Shirrell tried to intimidate Mr. Taketa by telling him that 

he was an agitator and that he would be handed over to the F.B.I. 

Thus we can get a glimpse of the condescending attitude, the lack of 

sympathy and the suspicion with which the Japanese were regarded by 

the Caucasian heads. 

Of the other causes of mess conflict, the poor distribution 

of food and the food shortage can be considered largely the responsi-

bility of the Caucasian heads. Besides these, the farm strike 

was precipitated by the presence of Mr. Pilcher as Assistant Project 

Steward. Upon his arrival in the Project toward the end of July, 

he had announced that he would put into effect his Walerga system. 

Mr. Taketa feels that the farm strike would not have taken place if 

the Caucasian heads had been sympathetic, had explained the reason 

for the food shortage, and promised to do all they could to remedy 

the situation. The general unsympathetic attitude of the Caucasians, 

especially the arrogant manner in which Mr. Pilcher handled the situ-

ation, convinced the Japanese people that the only way they could hope 

for an improvement in condition was through fighting. 

The move to oust Pilcher which ended up in the slow-up strike 

in October is directly traceable to the relation of one Caucasian 
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with the Japanese people. It also "brings out the unsympathetic 

attitude taken by Mr. Shirrell and others, which did not help to 

solve the problem earlier without resorting to a strike. During this 

time only Mr. Elberson, the labor relation man for the Administra-

tion, was sympathetic to the Japanese people and helped to bring 

the strike to a close quickly. As the whole move to oust Pilcher 

brings out clearly some of the Caucasian-Japanese relationship, it 

will be followed more in detail. 

Ousting of Pilcher 

At the time of the farm strike there was a general demand to 

have Mr. Pilcher removed. His "R&lerga System" gave the people 
the Japanese people 

from Yfalerga an idea of his methods and also his attitude towary 
He seems to have no sympathy for the 

the Japanese at all. Threatening that he would call in the army if 

they did not like the way he did things. Forever, since Mr. Shirrell 

was in San Francisco at the time, it was decided that Mr. Pilcher 

would be given a trial. If he proved unsatisfactory Mr. Shirrell 

would be asked to remove him. 

Except for a few days (before or after the strike?) the 

"Walerga system" was never put into effect. Mr. Pilcher, however, 

continued to take an antagonistic attitude toward the Japanese and 

did not try to satisfy the demands they made. Seeing that it was 

hopeless to get any favorable response from him, the Mess Advisory 

Council finally decided to circulate a petition to have him removed. 

This petition was circulated in each messhall and the people asked 

to sign it. In most cases the signatures were gotten without a 

thorough explanation of the charges against Mr. Pilcher. In this manner 

9,000 signatures were obtained. This was presented at a Council 
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meeting and to Mr. Shirrell -who was present at this meeting. 

The minutes read: 

"Mr. Kintaro Taketa, representing the mess employees on the Fair 

Practice Committee, was introduced by Mr. Nikaido and given the floor* 

Due to his difficulty in expressing his views in English, the Council 

asked Mr. Noboru Honda to aid in ihe translation for the benefit of 

Mr. Shirrell and Mr. Peck. Since July, after Mr. Pilcher took 

office here, the food distribution to messhalls created criticism 

from mess employees. During a meeting of all messhall representatives 

the opinion of the group was in favor of Mr. PilcherTs discharge, 

but with hopes of settling the existing difficulties amicably, 

further action was postponed, Recently new incidents arose ag-

gravating the feelings of the mess staff. The attitude of Mr. Pilcher 

and his Caucasian assistance was felt entirely disagreeable, de-

manding employees to follow specific instructions. The alternative 

of having military authorities enforcing instructions, and the label-

ing of Mr. Taketa as a Communist, and similar actions brought the 

situation to a point demanding action. At a mess employee mass meet-

ing, Friday, a petition favoring the discharge of Mr. Pilcher was 

requested to be drawn and distributed to each messhall. These 

petitions carrying approximately 9,000 signatures was on hand this 

evening for the Council's approval. 

'' Suggested that the Council go on record to request Mr. Shirrell 

to release Mr. Pilcher, but Mr. Shirrell commented that although Mr. 

Pilcher does lack tact a more definite justification is necessary. 

Mr. Shirrell suggested that this matter be studied by the Merit Board. 

Speaking on behalf of the Merit Board Mr. Fukuyama stated that the 

Merit Board voluntarily tockinto discussion this matter inasmuch as 
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the Fair Practice Committee was not organized completely. 

"Motion moved that the Council approve the forwarding of the 

petition to Mr. Shirrell. Seconded and carried."1 

Mr. Shirrell maintained that charges must be brought against 

Mr. Pilcher before any action could be taken. Mr. Taketa, there-

fore, took this matter up with the Fair Practice Committee and the 

Merit Board. But he did not receive a sympathetic response from 

Mr. Shirrell. The latter maintained that since Mr. Pilcher was a 

Civil Service employee he himself could not do very much about 

this matter, except to hear the charges (the Project Director's 

right to discharge a Caucasian staff member should be verified). 

In fact Mr. Shirrell intimidated Mr. Taketa by telling him that 

he was an agitator and that as such he was going to be turned over 

to the F.B.I, for investigation. According to Mr. Taksta Mr. 

Shirrell was willing to talk the matter over when Mr. Taketa told 

Mr. Shirrell that he was willing to go to jail if Mr. Shirrell would 

take care of his wife and children and see to it that the people 

are properly fed. 

The investigation by the Fair Practice Committee did not 

proceed very smoothly. There was a feeling on the pert of ttie mem-

bers on the Committee that the Caucasians were insincere and were 

not taking the committee seriously. Specific charges against Mr, 

Pilcher were brought up, meetings were held and witnesses called 

in, but the Committee seemed to make very little progress in its at-

tempt to get any result from the Administration. Mr. Shirrell de-

"̂ CM 9/22/42 
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clared that a Caucasian staff member must be investigated by a 

Caucasian committee, and he appointed a special mess investigating 

committee consisting of Fagan, Fred L. Conner, and Paul Fleming. 

The Fair Practice Committee was disgusted because it was powerless 

to do arything. Some members on the Committee felt that it was 

better to dissolve the committee if it were not going to have the 

power to do anything. 

The investigating committee of three held a meeting on 

September 30 to hear testimonys , On October 1, another meeting 

was held in Mr. Pilcherfs office to seek evidence. On October 2, 

a final meeting was held to draw up recommendations based on the 

testimony and evidence. The report of the investigating committee 

went into the details of the charges which were concerned mainly 

with the unfair distribution of food. The conclusion of the com-

mittee was as follows: 

"The committee feels that Mr. Pilcher understands his business 

thoroughly and has earnestly tried to manage distribution of food; 

that he has not, however, been always alert to see that mistakes 

are corrected; and that explanations as to the reasons for quotas 

have not always been given. Also, that he has not at all times been 

tactful with the members of the mess crew, particularly "when complaints 

were presented." 

"It should be noted that Mr. Pilcher has worked under condi-

tions of very severe overload, particularly during the period from 

September 11 to September 28, in which time he was the only staff 

member concerned with mess problems on the Project. It was during 

&iS-P6EiQ̂ that_mg2t_oi;_tlie 223ffilai»5s.ftrftSSA!!l 
XT. D. 10/8/42 
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The report of the investigating committee seemed fair enough, 

except for the fact that it did not take into serious consideration 

the fact that 9,000 people had signed a petition to have Mr. Pilcher 

discharged. Mr. Taketa and the Fair Practice Committee were left 

with the feeling that they were helpless to do anything about this 

matter. A meeting of the Mess Advisory Council was called to plan 

for future action. It was felt that more extreme action was neces-

sary in order to get results. One suggestion was to take the matter 

up to the Regional Office, Another was to go on a strike. 

A meeting of representatives from all messhalls was called 

and the various plans presented. It was decided finally that the 

charges would be filed with the Regional Office and that at the 

same time all of the messhalls would go on a strike. A slow-up 

strike was planred to inable the colonists to eat, but which still 

obstructed the work of the community. Meal time was shifted one 

or two hours later than the regular time so that workers would not 

be able to go to work on time. Children, however, were to be given 

special consideration and be allowed to eat to get to school on time 

The meeting was ruled by emotion, and persons who made suggestions 

contrary to the usual of the majority were either shouted down or 

threatened with violence. Taking the law into one*s own hands, 

along with pilfering seem to be characteristic features of camp life 

The reasons for the slow-up strike weres 

1. Insufficient food. Forty-five cents was not being 
spent on food. 

2. Mr. Pilcher should be removed from his job. 

3. Clothing should be issued to mess workers. 

4. Back pay checks should be issued immediately. 

The main issue, however, seemed to be the removal of Pilcher 
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from the staff. The strike was instituted, unlike the farm strike, 

after Mr. Shirrell had been approached through the proper channels. 

Underlying both strikes seems to be a feeling of helplessness and 

injustices suffered. 

On October 12, the slow-up strike -was instituted without very 

much fuss. Meal time was changed to 8:30, 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. In some 

messhalls the time was still later, or was made indefinite. Workers 

went to work late, quit at noon and came back to work late again. In 

signing up for their time, many -workers still oontinued to put on 

eight hours on the time sheet. Timekeepers were confused because they 

did not know whether the workers should be expected to put on only 

the actual number of hours they worked or the full eight hours. 

The result of the slow-up strike was immediate. Mr. Pilcher handed 

in his resignation, but Mr. Shirrell refused to accept it immediately. 

Because of the strike many of the farmers and the construction 

crew refused to go to work. Mr. Kallam reported to Mr. Shirrell that 

the farmers refused to go to work, and Mr. Shirrell ordered that no 

trucks be sent to take the older people out to the farms, and only the 

high school children, who were working on the farm at this time, be 

allowed to go out to work. A curious situation was developed where 

the children went out to work while their parents idled around at 

home. Mr. Taketa made arraignments for the following day so that 

lunches would not be prepared for -the farm workers, thus preventing 

even the high school students from going to work. 

The following day ihe negotiating committee for the mess workers 

headed by Mr. Taketa, were called in by Mr. Shirrell for a conference 

Mr. Shirrell took an indignant stand on the action taken by the mess 

workers saying that the mess crew were on the same plane as the CIO 
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or the I.W.W. and that forcing Mr. Pilcher to resign was very unfair. 

He also stated that this strike was the work of a dozen or so agitators 

•whose loyalty would be checked upon by the F.B.I. HQwever, he conceded 

most of the demands made by the mess workers. The full forty-five 

cents worth of food was promised. Mr. Pilcher1s resignation was ac-

cepted. Orders for clothing for mess workers had been placed already. 

There was nothing that could be done about the pajy£hecks. At the seme 

time, Mr. Shirrell threatened that if the mess workers did not go 

back to work in the morning they would be relieved of their jobs. 

The minutes of this meeting are reproduced in full here because they 

were written up in a way to bring out clearly Mr. Shirrell* s attitude 

toward the upset in the mess schedule« 

Messhall Committee Report 

by Kengo Nogaki 
October 13, 1942 
10:30 a.m. 

Mr. Shirrell caLled in the committee of mess TOrkers who 

had been appointed to negotiate with him for settlement of the recent 

mess difficulties. Mr. Shirrell had been acquainted with the grievances 

of the mess crews as a result of an interview by Mr. Elberson with 

Mr. Kintaro Takeda. He started the meeting by making it very clear 

to the committee that he was angry, "very, very angry with any group 

of people -who would deliberately upset every plan and -work schedule 

in the project with such a clever plan." That the plan was very 

cleverly conceived by a man far smarter than Mr. Shirrell himself. 

However, the organization of this plan put the mess crews on a plane 

with the CIO or the IWW. 

After a thorough discourse on his reasons for displeasure 

with the mess crews for this display of unreasonable impatience, 

Mr. Shirrell stated that the FBI would be called in on "this case, 
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that the FBI would be asked to check on the loyalty of eaxsh and 

every Issei and N.sei citizen in the project; that any disloyal 

persons found in the project would be sent elsewhere "so fast 

that they won't have a chance to pick up a toothbrush." 

He also brought up the point that all suoh strikes and unpleasant 

incidents such as this were played up prominently in the Tulean 

Weekly, and such publicity would reflect adversely upon the colonists 

here at Tule Lake and cause many outsiders to lose all sympathy with 

us who are confined at this and other projects of the WRA. 

He nerfc brought up the subject of the discharge of Mr. Pil-

cher which was indirectly brought about by a petition made up and 

signed by approximately 9,000 colonists at the Tule Lake project 

who had grievances against Mr. Pilcher in connection with his 

handling of the mess personnel and the distribution of food. In 

Mr. Shirrell's words, "Mr. Pilcher was the best steward ever in 

this camp. In violation of all laws of fair play, I was forced to 

allow Mr. Pilcher to hand in his resignation." Mr. Shirrell was 

highly incensed over Mr. Pilcher's resignation. However, when it 

was brought to his attention that Mr. Pilcher was the center of 

trouble at the Walerga reception center, he stated that he "never 

would have allowed Mr. Pilcher to come here if he had known about 

Mr. Pilcher«s trouble at Walerga." However, at the time of Mr. 

Pilcher«s acceptance as project steward at Tule Lake, the personnel 

here was desperately in need of a steward and because Mr. Pilcher 

had been transferred to Salinas and his application had been made 

from there, he was accepted and commenced work here. If a petition 

can fire Mr. Pilcher, such a petition signed tomorrow could cause 

the discharge of Mr. Elberson. He also added as a final statement 

that he "would not blame Mr. Pilcher if he traveled around the 
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country making speeches against the Japanese evacuees. I hope he does." 

In answer to the mess crew's first request, that the full TSRA 

allotment of 45 cents would be expended in an efforto right the al-

most unbearable situation arising in the messhalls for lack of sufficient 

supplies, Mr, Cooke stated that menus were received from San Francisco 

and upon being checked, it was seen to be unsatisfactory because 

many items on the menu were not available on the market. However, he 

promised that the full 45 cents would be spent but that because of the 

nationwide food rationing program now going into effect, we would eat 

less meat. Mr. Shirrell stated that we would have only 2-i| pounds of 

meat per person per week, and later it would be down to 2 pounds per 

week. He also stated that it would be necessary for us to eat more 

macaroni and pork and beans that we had ever eaten before. All food 

commodities now in the country would be commandeered on January first. 

The second of the mess crew's requests was answered fully by 

Mr, Pilcher's resignation for his post as Project Steward, 

The third issue to be settled by the committee was the matter of 

clothing issue for the messhall workers, Mr. Shirrel-l stated that 

despite the WRA's many efforts to secure uniforms for mess workers, they 

were "met with a stone wall everywhere," Bids from manufacturers had 

been accepted and orders placed but the manufacturers -would fail to 

fill such orders because the army had priority. However, 3 bids 

had been submitted, one each from Sears, Roebuck and Company, Mont-

gomery Ward, and J, C. Penny of Klamath Falls and that immediately 

after the termination of the meeting, Mr, Cooke was to go to Klamath 

Falls to make certain whether the orders were being filled. Every ef-

fort was being made to secure the uniforms for the mess workers and 

2,400 each of men's aprons, coats, and pants had been ordered. Also 

on the same order were 1,200 each of men's caps and shoes. 1,750 
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ladies' uniforms are "on the rail now" and their arrival depended upon 

transportati on. 

Fourth on the list of requests was a discussion of delayed 

pay issues. Mr. Shirrell1s answer was, "I have no influence with 

the treasury department" and due to the fact "that the army, and na-vy, 

and 400,000 civilian workers had to be paid, the treasury department 

was unfortunately, behind in their payments but that the checks were 

certain to come soon. 

Asked about the mackinaws in the warehouse and the possibility 

of their being issued to mess workers, Mr. Cooke explained that they 

were "surplus commodities from other governmental departments" and 

that it would be impossible to obtain any further supplies. Therefore, 

the 6,000 coats were to be saved for the use of outside workers. 

After "ttie discussion of the various subjects, Mr. Shirrell 

stated that this upset in mess schedules was the result of a dozen 

or so agitators within the confines of this camp whose loyalties 

would be checked upon by the F.B.I. Ee said that he wished that 

all such persons might be sent to Japan that "they might be drafted 

into the Japanese A m y and shot with American bullets by American 

soldiers." 

Upon being informed that a meeting of the messhall representa-

tivesjwould be held to receive their decision, Mr. Shirrell asked 

that Mr. Cooke and Mr. Elberson be present at the meeting to explain 

his stand. He explained that he "was too mad" to be present. HQwever, 

he made it clear that only one answer could come from the meeting and 

that was the decision of all the workers to return to work on schedule 

on the following morning. If such a decision was not made, all mess-



hall workers would be relieved of their duties and reassigned to 

other jobs. He closed by saying that this situation cast a "reflec-

tion on my ability as an administrator and upon my ability as a friend 

of the Japanese People*w Troubles such as this would cause him to 

lose face with the staff and with himself. 



On the afternoon of the same, a meeting of mess hall representatives was 

held in a mess hall to decide whether the strike should be terminated or not. 

Mr. Takeda made a report on the progress of the negotiations. Mr. Cooke and 

Mr. Elberson, the labor relation man, represented Mr. Shirrell at the meeting. 

Most of the questions were directed at Mr. Cooke, who gave sugar-coated answers. 

He kept repeating that everything would be done to satisfy the colonists if only 

they would go back to work in the morning. The mess workers seemed to be satis-

fied with the progress of the negotiations. Their demands were met as far as it 

could be. There was same dissatisfaction because of some of the things Mr. 

Shirrell had said. Mr. Cooke was aked whether it was true that Mr. Shirrell 

had really said that if the crew did not go back to work in the morning it would 

be fired. Mr. Cooke stated that Mr. Shirrell said that he was in a mood to do 

that. He was also asked whether the farmers who went on a strike would be allow-

ed to go back to work, since Mr. Shirrell had ordered that no farm workerw be 

taken out to work. Mr. Cooke replied that he did not know very much about the 

matter, but was sure that if the cooks went back to work the farmers would go 

back to work too. He said that he would do his best. It is clear that Mr. 

Shirrell could have treated the negotiating committee more diplomatically. 

While Mr. Cooke was trying to cover Mr. Shirrell's irritating out-bursts, 

Mr. Elberson put himself more on the side of the people. He said that if Mr. 

Takeda were investigated by the F.B.I, he would back him up because he felt 

that Mr. I|keda was a valuable man in labor relations and not an agitator. 
< — * 

Someone brought up the fact that Mr. Hoover and Mr. Douglas called Mr. T|keda 

such names as Communist. Mr. Elberson replied: 

"I am charged with labor relation, but 90% of my work is training the 

Caucasian staff. I have to get them to take an intelligent attitude toward 

the people they are getting to work for them." It seems to be the lack of 

sympathetic attitude of this sort that has been the basis of much of the 

Caucasian staff and the colonists. Both the farm strike and the mess hall 



strike can be traced largely to a lack of this sympathetic attitude toward the 

Japanese people. 

Several mess hall workers declared that they should be allowed to have the 

mackinaws which were in the warehouse* One said that he couldn't go back to the 

people without some sort of gift, even though most of the demands had been met* 

Another said that the mess workers didn't want to have it said of them that they 
on 

had gone/a strike and had gotten so little for their trouble. This desire on 

the part of the people to demand all they could get even if it were unreasonable 

was evident at this meeting. Perhaps it is a characteristic of weaker people 

when they arein a position to negotiate with a stronger group, since a similar 

attitude is observable in the demands made by Labor when negotiating with em-

ployers. At the meeting it was finally decided that work would no be resumed 

normally until the mackinaws were issued to the mess workers 

The negotiating committee, however, worked out plans with the Administration 

whereby mess workers would receive warm clothing soon, and tjie slow-up strike 

was called off that night. The distribution of warm clothing was begun soon 

after, not only to mess hall workers, but to all workers who had not already 

received them. 

Mr. Shirrell's remark to the Council that same night is worth quoting here: 

"We lost two valuable days because of unsubordinate cooks. I'm in the 

hottest spot I have been in. IBy staff is certain that I have deserted them. I 

have thrown out a man who is doing his best. It was the humiliating thing I 

have had to do. I wouldn't blame Mr. Pilcher if he said how unfair I and the 

Japanese people in Tule Lgke were to him. W e are needlessly cruel. My staff 

believes that he will be next target, that I will do the same with them. 

"These are very dangerous times for the Japanese people. Such conduct day 

by day puts just one more plank on the bridge to Japan. If they want to go back, 

1. JSJ 10/13/42, Mes shall Committee Report 10/j.3/42 



let's have them go back now« I object to those few who make it possible for 

the rest to follow« There are a few people who should be in some other camp, 

and they are going as fast as I can find them. There are some people who make 

it impossible for people on the outside to help you. The local newspaper carries 

an editorial against the Japanese people. 

"This Council ought to bear this burden with me. This is a responsibility 

you can't dodge. This is your future, especially if you have children who are 

going to live in the United States. This is very discouraging« Tie should quit 

looking backward and look forward. I told you fellows that it is very serious« 

You are going to lose some of the staunchest friends among the staff. If you 

and we do not work together, it's going to be too bad. It*s not the Army. They 

are only too glad to get out of here. The F.B.I, is next. It's going to be a 

long day before I break a man's spirit as I did today. He was trying his best."1" 

Mess Advisory Council and Kintaro Takeda 

The Mess Advisory Councilis made up of 7 representatives, one from each 

ward. They in turn are selected by representatives from each mess hall in the 

ward. This Council was set up in July (genesis and function unknown). At the 

time of the farm strike the Advisory Council drew up four demands which were to 

be presented to the Administration. They included: 

1. Elimination of the Wallerga System 

2. A balance sheet to show what food came into the warehouse 
and was sent out to the mess halls. 

3. Putting the control of ood entirely in the hands of Japanese 

Presumably other important mess problems were discussed by the Advisory 

Council and taken up with the proper officials. The attempt to oust Pilcher 

shows the activeness of this Council. 

The head of the Mess Advosory Council was a man named Kintaro Takeda. He 

1. JSJ 10/13/42 



was formerly a fish dealer in Sacramento, but has always been interested in 

working with young people's groups and in taking care of social problems. He 

is still in his middle 301s and relatively young for an Issei. H© speaks 

fairly good English, an ability which has enabled him to carry his negotiations 

with the Caucasian staff effectively. He has been working as the senior stew-

ard in Mess 29, but has been recently promoted as a special senior steward. His 

desire to take a leadership role in community affairs has led him to accept 

both the leadership in the Advisory Council and also the most active part in 

the Fair Practice/ Qommittee. 

As a member of the Fair Practice Committee, Mr. Takeda has been called 

upon to solve many difficulties arising in mess halls. He spent much time in 

walking about the Project on food, seeing people, arranging meetings, forming 

committees, for the satisfaction of solving mess problems satisfactorily. He 

claims to have solved about of the problems that were brought to his atten-

tion, and takes pride in the fact that he has usually been thanked by both parties 

in the quarrel for settling the problem fairly. His procedure is to go in and 

first hear both sides of the question thoroughly. Yfhere the problem is between 

the block people and the mess hall, he arranges for a committee from both sides 

to set down and iron out matters. These committees make it possible for more 

peaceful negotiations, and also leave a channel through which further troubles 

can be taken care of before they become too great. All blocks have been en-

couraged to form such committees in order to prevent trouble and about 60^ (?) 

of the blocks have such a committee at the present time, according to Mr. 

Takeda. Ihen the committee is unable to settle the trouble, he himself goes in 

and tries to find the siutable solution, making it possible for a compromise, 

or have one side back down without losing face. At present, fir. Takeda is the 

only one on the Fair Practice Committee who is active in solving personnel 

trouble• 



Analysis and Conclusion 

A hypothesis that results from the study of mess activity is that the 

c$use of major conflicts between colonists and the Administrative staff is the 

feeling of insecurity, helplessness, their injustices on the part of the colon-

ists in the face of present conditions and unsympathetic response from Adminis-

trative officials. Threats of violence and general lawlessness seem to be a re-

sult of the same underlying feeling of insecurity« The fact that Japanese e-

vacuees have taken up tactics commonly employed by labor unions, organizations 

which they have usually despised, leads one to question what characteristics the 

colonists and the labor union members have in common. A study of the organi-

z ational set-up of mess activities brings out clearly the general pattern of 

Administrative organization within the Project. First, there is an extreme 

centralization of control over many activities formerly controlled by indivi-

duals. At the top of this system of centralization are the Caucasians who have 

rights and privileges far exceeding those of the interned colonists. This split 

between the Japanese and the Caucasian staff added to the sense of insecurity on 

the part of the colonists. The levelling of social differences among the Ja-

panese again have left the Japanese without measn of maintaining self-respect 

by ordinary means available on the outside. This again probably contributed 

toward a feeling of unrest among the colonists, perhaps of resentment toward the 

Caucasian staff in the superior position. 

More important than these, it seems, have been the attitudes of the Cau-

casians toward the evacuees. The lack of sympathy for the Japanese and an assum-

ption of an air of superiority on the part of the Administrative staff seem to be 

a major source of friction. A comparison of the attitude taken by Mr. Shirrell 

or Mr. Pilcher and Mr. Elberson makes this very clear. Mr. Elberson has been 

rather sincere in his belief that he is here to help the Japanese people. "While 

Mr. Shirrell has always voiced a desire to help the Japanese people, he has 

never been able to sympathize with them to the extent that Mr. Elberson has been 
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Mr. Stilts' suggested that Jack and his helpers (kitchen) 
take a weekf s vacation on his tine and let other folks take over. 
We should he fair to the chef since he may only be partly at 
fault. 

Complainant wants to know definitely whether the rest of 
the crew were coning back to work In the morning or not. 
It was suggested that it be put up to a vote whether Jack was 
wanted or not btit since it would be unfair for him at this in-
stant, it would be better to w&it until the expiration of the 
week's vacation. 

Nakayama's (head waiter) opinion is that crew got along 
swell with Jack, and therefore, should be loyal to him. 

Jack's remark was "Speak up if you don't want meV' 
Imra wanted to know definitely what was wrong with Jack, 

Source of trouble should be solve* first. It. Stults1 afore-
mentioned statement would be the best solution end should be 
tried out. 

Jack's statement was that there were not enough supplies in 
the kitchen. People were too greedy, He's sacrificing without 
pay. He confessed that his feaste wasn't bad at all, and lie only 
has salt and pepper to do with. Ho eggs to make hot-cakes, He 
said there wore no oat oriels to irake pies with, no gas range, 
coal stoves weren't good enough. People should appreciate him 
because he was caking a great sacrifice, cooking without pay and 
not enough supply. Thicks himself as fair, and that people weren't 
fair to him. He states lost 12 to 14= pounds in the heat and which 
he won't bo able to gain back, and also went without eating many 
times, only people don't understand. 

Someone commented that if there should be trouble like these, 
it should be brought out to him end not only among friends. 
After all, he's doing his best. 

Exit, Jack, "Don't want to hear lectures." 
¡Employees terminate their e^loyraent automatically if they 

don't show up for work in the morning. 
lakayama made a statement to the effect that people were 

trying to kick Jack out. Giving Jack ? days' vacation was just 
like forcing him to resign. 

According to i'r. Stults' knowledge , every mess is being 
supplied the same kind and oĉ ual amount of food, unless there be 
a slip somewhere unknown to him. 

"It is understood that no one wants to hurt Jack's feeling 
and also wants to he&p this block at the same time. It is a 
case where Mao has to decide whether he should sacrifice the 
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people in this block or sacrifice Jack's friendship. If Jack 
was a broad-minded man, he won't want to impose upon Mac, after 
all he's receiving a vacation with pay and Mr# Stults is not 
firing him from his staff, so if Mac will talk things over with 
his ere?/ and Jack, pacifying him into taking a mere broader view 
point, you will be able to get the crew into working in the morn-
ing.M Miura quote. 

It was brought to everyone's attention that Jack didn't 
give the people a chance to talk it over. He delivered a speech 
at noon saying that if there were any coî >laints to make, Just 
come up to him and he'll give you bAdily harm. 

l akayama and his crew objected to this statement, but there 
viere enopgh evidence to prove that he had used the word nsei 
sai" which means to use focre. To reinforce that he walked out 
with 10-15 mess workers and "made a remark that he vrould cut them 
up with a knife (slaughter them). 

It was stated at this time that Jack was that typo of a 
man, very quick-tempered, and therefore he should be approached 
diplomatically. The argument was that he didn't give them a 
chance. Who would be able to approach Jack when he had said 
he v/ould use bodily force if there were anyone willing to iimke 
a complaint. 

It was brought out that there were no arguments with Jack 
as a person, but merely to quiei/ down the runor that has been 
going around this block. 

"As soon as I was made the blcok representative, I talked 
with many and I have nothing against Jack or you (Use). I was 
elected by this block which had been ruled najorlty. ihei this 
thing came up, it was my duty as well as the block manager's, 
ust like you are waiting the mess, Llac, Since I don't know 
acl: very well, although I wanted to talk to him very nicely and 
diplomatically before things |iot bigger, but I wasnlt able to 
do this. Tom had a talk with Jack. We're all sacrificing and 
the only joy everyone has at the present is eating, that's why 
we should be free and not be threatened like this. The only 
pleasure we have, we are doing it three tines a day, and that is 
why we should talk things over. Ue're not telling Jack to get 
out of here. Personally, Jack is all right but it is the duty 
of the councilman, to see to it that this thing doesn't grow big. 
We want to be quiet and diplomatlcal. Ton talked with Jack quiet-
ly on the side and then at noon I wanted to tallc with him why 
these complaints were coming, but Jack coulibi't be approached." 
Block Representative quote. 

laess situation was brought up at barrack rep's, neeting. 
Nakayaxaa thought this situation was settled then. 

Humor is not justified—such things as raiding the icebox, 
and no special privileges are accorded to the waiters. He did 
allow the cook's helpers to take hone what was left over. This 
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was presented by one of the workers. 
At this point Jack was willing to talk things over with the 

committee and iron things out. I3ae offered to apologize for 
Jack but that couldn't be acoepted. 

The most fundamental cause is the very attitude of the cook 
himself. Substantiated by someone, he's handling out special 
privileges to kitchen crew. Menu official from warehouse for last 
night was spare ribs and something!. And, what we got was rice 
and macaroni. What kind of an army menu is that? And, there 
was a complaint against this sort of a thing.last night. Jack 
cut out certain piece of meat and made "teri~yaki* and passed 
it out to certain members of the crew. This person who got the 
special piece had put it in a can and by mistake stuiibled over 
a rock and those juicy pieces of meat fell out on the ground, 
and in shame he covered it up with sand. 

Cook1 s explanation of the spare rib was that there were 
only enough for few people. Only 100 and not enough to serve 
everyone, and this would be unfair to those who would not be 
able to get it. 

All other messes get the same amount and they have managed 
somehow to serve spare rib to the people. 

A notion was made to accept !tr. Stults1 solution end if 
the crew failed to return at the end of their vacations, we'll 
have to get another crew. 

"If the new oook didn't meet our requirements and if the 
people were willing to have Jack back, Jaok would be given a 
chance to come back so it is not an unfair proposition." 
Ted Shigeno quote. 

"We're not looking for a fight. We're only trying to irn̂  
prove what v/e eat and these fellows who are quiet, the block 
representative is not going to listen to you outside of this 
meeting. All those who cannot talk fluent English has come to 
me and have spoken to me personally," Miura, 

Three solutions offered were: 
1. Give Jaok a vacation and have him return without 

taking a vote, 
2. Give hima vacation and then take a vote whether we 

vjant him back or nob. 
3. Have a committee formed and talk it over with Jack 

and iron things out. 
It was brought to our attention that if a new cook was to 

be tried out this week, enmity would arise. 
Motionl I make a motion that an even body of complainants 
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land an even number of those loyal to Jack, that both partly or 1 evenly represented, do talk the cause of this out and arrive at 
a solution. 

It was aksed that Mr* Sttilts pres3.de. Committee represented 
should be able to speak both English and Japanese. 

would we be willing to abide wi th the result, should we 
take a vote on the three solutions offer»ed? 

!J?he fairest point of vieiv would be to have a special vote 
and everyone accept the verdict of the vote. Whatever the result, 
it will be accepted as fair to the kitchen and the eaters. 

i;D£I(Mi I istefc a--eofieaittree -ie m-de move 
that these proposals be written out in both .linglish and Japanese 
and be distributed to all of the occupfffits of this block (to 
all above 16) and this ballot be secret and be disposed of as 
quick as possible, by certain time in the block manager1 s office, 
Takahashi quote. 

y/ould Jack be willing to cook for us until we decide this 
matter? Mr. Stults didn't think so. 

M32IONI I make a motion that a committee is made and try 
to make a suitable solution and if Jack doesn't want to go by 
what the committee thinks and not even meet half the way, get a 
new cook and let Jack go. Regardless of whether Jack did right 
or wrong." Imura. 

"Pros and cons have been aired and decided that vote would 
solve m only thing* Unfortunately as it is, I think this pro-
blem should be solved by a vote and if Jack isn't willing to wait 
until the result of the vote is knovm, then I think it is up to 
us to see whether the kitchen can be run by ourselves, since 
neither side will be contented unless a vote is taken," 
Takahashi quote. 

It was finally decided that barrack representatives form a 
committee and talk it over with Jack since this could go on 
forever and a solution never reached. The meeting was transfer-
red to the mess hall. 

Shorthand transcription taken by 
a secretary for Howard Imaseki. 



Messhall Committee Report 
Ken go Kogakl 

October 13, 1940 
5:30 p.m. 

ileetinr was called to order by Mr. Kin tare Take da and a brief 
review of llr. Shirr el1 s meeting with the committee was made by 
Mr. Takeda. Before any further discussion was made, Mr. Gooke and 
Mr. Slberson arrived to represent the administration. Mr. Cooke 
was introduced by the chairman and proceeded to explain that the 
August clothing script issue would begin as soon as Jr. Connor's 
department and the community enterprises were in complete readi-
ness to handle the community's demands. He also stated that bids 
had been received from Montgomery Ward, bears Roebuck, and J.C. 
Penney and that orders had been placed for 2400 aprons, 2400 
coats, and S400 pants, 1S00 hats and 1300 shoes for the use of 
less workers. Also 1750 ladies uniforms and 1000 pairs of shoes were 
on order and actually on rail now and their arrival depended only 
upon the transportation. He stated that the mackinaws" in the 
warehouse might be distributed to mess workers by that he could 
not commit himself by making any definite statement or promise, 
and that a meeting was to be held with Mr. Hayes and Mr. ohirrel 
to see if the mackinaws could be distributed immediately to all 
mess workers. 

Mr. Cooke clarified the food situation by explaininr that the 
quota would be increased to a full 45 cents per person per day 
but that as requisitions were made to the (¿M corps 50 days ahead 
in Oakland, it would take a little time until the situation was 
coE£>letely readjusted. However, 55 days a^o, a request had been 
placed with the (¿M corps in Oakland to increase the meat rations 
over and above any in the past and such increase should be notice-
able on or about November fifth. 

Mr. Cooke explained that < r. Pilcher was no longer a part of 
the personnel as a result of his resignation. 

Mr. Cooke was then asked what would be the status of the farm 
and construction crews who had walked out on jobs in sympathy 
with the mess workers and he replied that\there would be no hard 
feelings on the part of the administrations apaSnst any divisions 
or members of those divisions and would like to have everyone 
back to work in the morning. 

Mr. Cooke was next questioned concerning llr. Shirrel's threafc 
to terminate mess workers who refused to feo back to work in the 
morning. He answered that no throat had been made but that in the 
heat of the discussion, Mr. Shirrel said that he would litee to 
terminate all mess crews who refused to be reasonable. 

Upon anain beinf* questioned concerning pay checks, Mr. Cooke 
answered that the 1 .'reasury had to 5.ssue checks to the a.rmy, the 
navy, and 400,000 civilian workers. Despite the fact that the meth-
ods ̂ y be slow, they are very "definite and now being speeded 
up." N 

Llr. Cooke was then asked about a statement made by Mr. Shir-
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rol Mmo to tho oSToet that oIkäs for the math of Aaguart 
hod bom mao oa<$ woi*© at that tino ic Hnetlmâ cad 
ehonM. bo horo within a raswfe* Mr* Qod&a that this one 
protoafcly a r3iamaGrnt4m<âlai'-:#r0TOltliir sono tftlte of iernSac 
o!ic©I::s fron Portlßöä to cqpfôâ up wo*fg, 

l i b m s « 0 thoD âatOT^iooâ ©ßü otatoa ttmt h© hoped that 
-ho meli tallseâ o? plonainc boar€ ©ouM mœ bo ©et up and tönt 
its finit pwbloa wulâ ho m taTOotiratlaa of the soso proDlono, 
-Tao tESBortmo© of hasf«^ la tho m i bedle tc tho Jepeaoee people* 
botto to "catmo and the viuo otrconoct* 

no a im m*mm>eM ant mi&wmìmù hiv th&t ra&slar 
twotia :o be hoM b M M the poopXo eatlag in the aoc&hcaio QßJ 
tto saooohaOl poto o m I that te&mmtiim mû ouœeetieao ooulâ 
be "oaaaâ baci: and M b f m bath eitos» Ho ©trooûeâ tho Import-
moo of appointlaç a pm&rn te aeot with the m m aœorrteor 
oaaoosiBe bocaoatìmò of fepiwwaaate in tho raoso hule* 

i3Lbereö& rape&teâ the fltetWMlt that t*he elothißc: allocs 
ciioo sarir. uoaM bo heitëleô too ttasußh the oonauaivy eatesrortme» 
m e offici© œ© prcfpertftr for the iaroe mû m<xi mX woe la reçd&* 
ae@©t t¡h© Slock M u r o * » w ö M b© loitawaefi that the eiothing tcouo 
v;oulS oo atomiS» 

CootQ vaa thou cmç&têœoé omcazninn the rmwm for the 
39 ocnt fooa « U 0 M B M fbr äopteofe«* the wm aXlotofiot .mo 

;o « u n S i i M i ho I i i fee* « M a » Uhi I m i i I i i tfeet «io 
focxl baô beoct eostiag about ©onto but that ttie final oheclr up 
H-ui rovooled that tho ooot boö boon coXy oootc. e ^caseurod 
tjio ropnoootatlvo^ ttot t w u l d roecivo a full coßtc 
« I M « 

m m ^uoetionod ooaoománc S h & m i ^ e vetmàl to lot tho 
fo^-^rG © to w & k tlilß ODSftJteß» it** cooka ©tatod timi oollu : 
tuo f a m ooMstetatkAnt haâ vwoctoâ that tiìo ftemro tod rc.?ucoû 
to m l : » Mr# ¿ihirrol haâ orùoreû no truci» to tolzo 
faroörc to wife mù voQUOBtoá birth oobool Dtt^aito to go te tao 
fam» OmeosnJtnc etwftM t^iat Firrel had thwwtjuod to 
ssiaat© i&eei faro vjostarot both m * Co <ä:o oad uir# Iborooo ötatoß 
thoy Imaur nothing at QlX# 

î M^oda than \?hat vjoulá bo tlio etotti© of tho diviolcmo 
«hioh hoâ euepoBdoa thoir v>orl: bcoouco of tho ohcai©» in nsooc hoove 
w â Cool» otatoö thet ao hanä fooliof;© vjoulci bo ah&m thOM 
xmstom ozia s t a i m u a e t e d that they all rotum to worl; 
or. tino rjorroi;« ilborcoo and Ooolro ctetod thay ̂ ôuld ooo 
tîKit ao troubXoc or temSaotiono vjouIíI r-oeult twm tho offioo oo 
Q rooult of tho attitude of other âitrioSms» 

Gookio pronioofl to iavoottcat© oocsplQlate that fruit v;oro 
beü'vt allo^oâ to opoift in tho vmpeaouoo iûGtcoû of boia/; itemed 
ot Í3000 -uilXc» Aloo to bo IttVMtl^toâ by Ur® Oooice m o tho 0hO3?f O 
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timt tura ino onci othor vagsMttaa hea tem «te^od tino afte? ttoo 
fron tho pàcklne Aa effWfc ime te be amo to dollvoj* oueh 
vctf!Otableh to £»G6&aXli3» ¿90 te bo Intontì, nted m tho l&cfó of 
ooap in Gorilla eeeebalto« E# m m m A tea oeoe «jos^op© that tuo 
mnoaaa of opap had beco os^eroa osa 0110*04 ba In tee uc&ehouoe 
m » 

open telag ac&ed tejr aore v&rtofcy of fiali mm not sowroàp J;p# 
Ooolro acciainoci that of imi* tino oonaXtlcmi$ aany fiala 
coulii not bo ©atainctó hut test teoanae fJbo atoiaietretioa inderòtoocl 
tho meo© llìrinn fór fiii| a e l m i oftfort vtbc telng waA* 
u h m iaomth H U s to -at » r e hincia or icfcu 

; Iboroai statoci that he toXt tfaat 2Hfce0a mm teine 
a • pod Job oa tea mao situatila, teat l>e m a doto, an iàoaost 
job w i w t t ta^lag tjo agitate tea te^ia^ to cruoà 
the worfeare msm wsm tewefore a msr raluabla s m in Xabor rela-
tion* ' ho^oforo, if any i&veatitfatlan fr^m tee i-m ùbaoia ho 
fbrteoomSa t ho ramM s?opport tir* "Mieùau 

'¿temete teaa rexittested ^ J ^ s » to aal: Joovor to 
be a bit n m ai^losatic Su hio dioico q£ vàm spea&S&is to 
tee Capane®« pooplo* ateami teat ha ctex* 
wite , ixtó labe? reiatto© ©ad test 90 > of àie mio to traia 
the Oaneaefan staff team te int©HStf«ntly wita tee poople* 

Mr* Cootte onci Uterem loft te* meeting aa<$ a àiaeaaaitìtt 
m e hoM by tea worlroro ooftoemto; thoir piane* Xt wao finaliy 
aaaidaA $7:at tlì© oosx^Lttoo m to ti*© offioo ead Safom tea 
adrinict^tioE tliot if tee eoate mm Èsm&ù m mxrm, t/ozk 
xmnld te reoiioDd t?.i© mmias after mjtó leouo tme tegxsi# 
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1 r. t&ireel callcü la the eeoeiltteep? i m swko^G ted 
&M& aimoSated t© aegotiat© «ità lila for 0©ttl©rn©&t ©f trie recoat 
» © e aiffleulties« tx. Daterei tot beaa i?itu the fri©*-
aaces of Uw maes e m ae a rcsult of ©a i&terrieer by iar# ¿ber» 
ooa with Untavo Me©aa* ila a&arfcoü tuo Dootisg by las&Sag It 
totf olear to tlio eowlttge ttat be v̂ ae iiagary» "very» very ©ogry 
wltb ony crcwp of neo-pi© «te wquM dolibomtoly upset ©rory p lm 
ma «ori? schedule Ss the project with ©ue& a cIofot He 
oslo melo it elea? that Ilio U|>eet Sn routáao w©ul¿ cauo© fciia rít© 
loo© faoo wifb botti th© ©ole» lata a&t. lito paraci»©!« . ac faco 
10 v e » ic^orteat v/itti tlio ¿apeóme people.* fhet tbe plan viao 
W eloves&y ea&ooitea by a oa» far omrtos? tfcuaa .ir» ^hirrell 
hlBee&f» i f mmm § ti*© organiaatim ©f thi© plan put the iiobo 
o m » r» a plan© wtth tbe 020 os* tti© 

After a thosottgb &£00002*00 ni» reárate *©r clisploacar© 
with Mí© ooog ©rcra for thi© display ©f tsia'eaamabl© i¿$ati©aee9 

oltirrel ctatod tfeafc t&© raglia b© ©allea in ©a thi* eoo©» 
t&at the vmHa ho aakoo t© cft@e& ©il the loyalty of aaoh ctjq:^ 
l&mi aaà li tool citiso^© 2& tfee projeetf t&at aay dìe3-oyal persono 
foimd Sa th© pisojeet « M U b© m Gleowhore "so fast tbat thoy 
m H hav© a alione© te piel: up a toothbrtu&u" 

He ale© bxeudit uj> the poi&t tbat ali eueh etrlfeo© end m » 
aleaeant Ino ideate aueh aa thio were placca, up proniaently in tùo 
^tüuwc «.-ooL'lyf tma ouefit publicity -./©uld rc"l©ct uxxm 
the eolmiate he^o at I m e Lek© caci cane© rxaay ©utsid©^© to loco 
011 eyrpkfcliy u© or© ©mfiaed at tlììc onà other project© 
©f t£ie 

He nwzt ISQQÉktì up the cubjoot ©f tü© die^are^e ©f i z* ì iXch©r 
miicli w e iatliroeil^ baxwiìt about by a p©titi©n rxitìo uy onci ©Soled 
by aprawfcrmtely 9,000 odualils et th© ::til© loto project vfao Ima 
exi©waa©Qc a ^ m e t Isilohcr In eaanoetiai with hi© iieadlMr: 
oí th© isorm pcmxmial mü tii© diatributim of food, la 13?» t'iteci* c 
wrasp ¿-ilolior «e© tli© boet ùtmmvù ©vor la thi© ©aqp. .la 
7Ì&&&&0B ©f ali lavvB ©f fair play, I m e foraci %o allov; ir« 
Filote te iKMia in hi© tip« dfoteol v/a© til hly Sa* 
emmà ©ver lilehoi»»© mB%$m$ìtm* B&mver, vihen it m o 
bzoiìi-ht to hi© 'attaatiofe ttot -tr* ZUc&úp vm& th© ©e»ter ©f troubl© 
at láwa .alalia Sfeoepti©» e©aterf li© ©tatoa tbat h© ws©v©r wald 
Imve ©Uetiefi tls»f i

:,Ü©her t© oone hor© if im Uaü ¡mam about i 
l iloliar* g incubi© at < ISoeeir«rt at th© tino of xv 211-
©hOT'o aeoGptùncc a© project ©tovratì at 'Allo Uilx, th© poroonaol 
hor© 'un© d.o©|)©rtìt0l̂  la noeti ©f a otevmrd cmc bocaua© i r , èliche* 
tetl boai tsmmfmemá to ialina© aaá hi© epplieatioa ìibù l>©oo rnde 
fron tihos?©» he ima aocepti^ cmé ù&mmOM «orle hora» Xf a petitlm 
ooèI f i FiXctoffà üualiü x^otiticm Biinoù tammov conia ©auc© 



t*ìG mm&ùà aesss&fcts©© taport 

tìio aisoharro of llr+ ¿¡lberoocw ü© alao eaiaod a© a f irmi ©tatonont 
H3m% ho «xmulà not blaiao tsr» rilehor ìf he taw©led ©sound tho 
coi»try s»fcl»g apoooheo acalast th© ̂ apcmoao «mona©©* 2 bop© 
ho doea«* 

la m m m r to th© ossao ©*©**© first mueet, fchat %ha full 
rum ollotncnt of 40 cemta víouM be ©spcndael In oa ©ff©rt to ric&t 
th© ateDOt U&boarabl© càtuattoi oriolài Su th© necs halle te 
laol: of suffìoiant srapplioe, Hr* Goofeoretated ttat tot© 
3?©cotwd fron. Gan l^noieoo and upm b©S»s elisoci, it m » ooaa 
to be wfitlsMofjr booano© naagr i m os the m m u v?ore aot aTOtl«» 
abl© ai th© mric©fc* B o w i w , ho pro©is©à that tu© full é© cmto 
votili bo epeatbut timfc b©©m&© of tho aatioauido food »tloatan 
ps-ogssra noù «oto: Sato ©ffeot, w muid oat 1©&© imat* tir* - hìr~ 
rei otatefi that w© itouM IMITO oaly potad© of noat r^r p«®co 
par v*c*sfc. o&d that lator ifc «oaSá bo dom to & pouade por wefc* 
l e aleo ©totea that It Wttia bo asoooeary ^or a© to oat zx>r© naca-
reni QBt" post: end boane that a© tea ©atea bolero. Ali food 
con-x>clitici5 hot in tho country w M bo ©omeatooma ai ¿©atisoy 
first« 

<¡$j© eeoond of tho m a s ©3-©bt*© roquootc imo ftiUy b̂ r 
IT. S-'ilohor*̂  reaicnatim £s?oe hic post as ¿s?©5eet steward« 

thi&d lastt© to be m % W th© oon^ittee v/qg the oat» 
ter» of clorito" LARAIO TOS* THO nooo ball «©sfe©M» ,, IIÌSTG1 
©tatod that aeerdto th* ftBà's aa»y to ©©©uro ntArono 
for »s® nos&er®, th©y v/itli a staio «ali ove^ào^."1 

ìiUle f̂ ora smufsaotimm àod beai aoeox>ted and o^iors placed but the 
rrmifac^iroro m M fall t© fili caaoh ostóo-D booauno Uxo arr̂ * 
hacl priori^* IS0W9W* 3 b M s toùà bem mlxdttad, aio aidì fmn 
SOTTRA Booouc> ma CMD£I>(MYF WCATÓ* « A I Ì EOAOY of 

inailo onci aftor the tor:iSaati<m of th© 
nootin^, tir* í?ooL:o « w to to laaaath l^lla to sale© ©ertala 
vñiQt&aT tho o«doro W 9 beta;: flllod» láwey offo^ « BOIAQ M A © 

to oocito tho tiaìforo© for tào o ^ m O 8f400 ©ató of ®m*& apmie» coatí?, emú pmt© tm, barn osterai• àlno oa .tho 
m m ordor ̂ ©r© l.a&) oach of nm*o capo end ohooe. 1.9D0 Iodico 
miform oro "co Ite mil uow» cmd thoir arrivai d^aiaoC upoa 
tsmqpoi^tatioa« 

Jmrth (m tüe Hot of wxuoota m e a dlocuoolon of acla^d 
pay ìgouoc» Tir« ufoteai'a m w m * flI havo a© laflUGB©© '-'/itù 
Vie t^oaoti^ doi)orti.antSi aud. ano t© the £&efc ttet tho tu® 
MffVt oaü 400.000 el^lliaa v/orl:oro hafl to b© paM, the 
dooa^tnoot m e utifortmitely, behiad In tho ir pepasot© but that 
thè oiioci-D v/cro oortala to cono soccu 

about tho makÈomm in Uw xmrohoum mé ©©©sibiliti 
of ttiois? boiac ioeuoa. to imoo ì r* 0ool;o oEplaSacKi ttet 

v;@r© r>&m?lm ©ooaediti©© fra® otho? goroasentaa. dc^artrmtof' 
cr¿ü that it temici bo ii^eeoiblo to ©Mala easy tether mpplloo» 
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iftorofos?©, tli© 6,000 conte v/oro to bo oavoa for the UBO of outoldo 

Aitar tho dlamieolon of the vurious ©u'ojoctcj, ¿»hteol 
età tal that thio upao^ In noe© ©eheóulc© m e the roeult of a <Sofc«Q 
or oo abitatore wàtiita tho oonfiaec of t¡.is qqt$> «Hooe lojraltioc 
i70uld be < é m M iwì tho IKU So oaìcì tlmt he wietied thrt ali 
cucii poroaae nic&t he eeat to Saixm that "thoy airht bo draftoá 
Siato the ¿epaaeee Aioy and ebot wltk A w k t t bullóte by Awliao 

üpoa beiag Inítoieü ttet a sxxftiac of tlie aooo tali recreeea-
tativea oouia b© head to z m i v e ttioir dooìiskxi, iir» birrai Mfeeft 
that ìr# cooise and Ite« i&bareaa bo proDeat at tuo uootto : to eco» 
piai» hto etttOd* Uè «splaiaod t&Dfc too raed" to bo proooafc* 
!¿0'..'0Vgi*# ho na&© It olear fcliafc ool̂ r oao oaouor oool£ cono fron tto 
neetiar e&A that m e the dociGion of ali the tt&gfcere to rota» to 
wüfe oh scìjo6ulo ai t&© folla^skB aomki, « If mch a doclaico 
«no aot oade» oli ramno hall m l m «oulri bo relloved of tiioir 
autloD aad reaeoi^Mü to otter Jobo, He olosoa by eayi&e the* tuie 
ffitmatioei oaot a «^©floettoi en c&r abilita ae su adRànietretor 
and tra» fòbUìtsr ao a fricad oC tho «Tasaaeee l:,eoplo«n 
¿>foubl©o sucU oc thie wuia orace hìn to looe face Witti tuo staff 
a&A v/lta hlxtoelf» 


